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Introduction
Within the Borough of Corby ten Conservation Areas have thus far been
designated. Weldon was designated as a conservation area on 13th June
1988, though the Parish Council first suggested it in 1977; a map was
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produced identifying the boundary of the conservation area, though a detailed
appraisal of the character of the conservation area was left until later; this
document then provides a new up to date conservation area appraisal in line
with the English Heritage’s guidance.
The Corby Local Plan (1997) Paragraph 7.1 states that “there is a sharp
contrast between the modern environment of Corby Town and the historic and
traditional character of the villages. Seven Conservation Areas have been
designated”, as of that date; subsequently three more have been designated.
These are listed below with the date of the designation:
Ref

Location
Conservation Areas

CA1
CA2
CA3
CA4
CA5
CA6
CA7
CA8
CA9
CA10

Great Oakley (1968)
Gretton (1970, 1987)
Rockingham (1970)
Cottingham (1975)
Middleton (1975)
Lloyds, Corby (1981, Revised 2008)
Weldon (1988)
Stanion (2007)
Corby Old Village (2007)
East Carlton (2008)

The Local Plan also provided ‘Inset Plans’ of the settlements of Gretton,
Weldon, Middleton and Cottingham, and Stanion defining the extent of the
‘village confines’ showing the limit of development areas within the villages.
With regards to Weldon the identified area has been included in the North
Northamptonshire Local Development Framework (LDF) Corby Borough Site
Specific Proposals Preferred Options (May 2006, fig. 3.6); this includes all of
the Weldon Conservation Area, but also areas outside of its boundary; the
document provides details of how Corby should be developed up to 2021.The
document refers in paragraph 3.233 to the earlier ‘Heritage Strategy for Corby
Borough’ (February 2006). In line with this strategy Corby Old Village and
Stanion were designated as conservation areas in 2007, and East Carlton in
2008; a new appraisal document for the Lloyds Conservation Area with
revised boundaries was also adopted in 2008. This is also in line with Policy
ENV5: Preferred Options for Conservation Areas (of the Site Specific
document) that states: “Appraisals of existing conservation areas will be on
going. The designation of additional conservation areas will be considered
and management proposals for conservation areas will be developed once
the appraisals are complete”.
In February 2006 English Heritage published their latest thoughts on
conservation area appraisals and management plans in order to offer “advice
to those undertaking or commissioning conservation area appraisals” so as to
ensure a certain amount of consistency to such appraisals across the country,
and that they were fit for purpose.
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In June 2008 the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (CSS) was
adopted; this is a key LDF document. In particular Policy 13: ‘General
Sustainable Development Principles’ provides guidance on the aspiration for
raising design standards of new developments, both in architectural terms and
in their landscape setting so as to respect and better protect assets including
the ‘townscape of towns and villages’.
The CBC Local Plan Committee at their meeting held on Wednesday 18th
June 2008, authorised a review of Weldon and Rockingham Conservation
Areas, to be undertaken during 2008/2009, and for a new Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plan to be produced for each village; this is in
accordance with one of the aims of the Heritage Strategy for Corby Borough
(February 2006).
This then provides the background to this present Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plan for Weldon, commissioned by Corby
Borough Council in August 2008 from specialist historic buildings consultant
Peter Thornborrow (Listed Building Consultants).
The Weldon Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan could
eventually be formalised as a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and
form part of the Local Development Framework. The preparation and
consultation has followed the requirements set out in The Town and Country
Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004 (the Regulations)
as closely as possible. This new detailed appraisal that forms Part 1 of this
document is drafted in accordance with the latest advice of English Heritage
as detailed in the guidance leaflet “Conservation Area Appraisals” (English
Heritage, 2006). The form and content of the Management Plan which forms
Part 2 of this document follows the advice contained in “Guidance on the
management of conservation areas” (English Heritage, 2006). The
consultation exercise was prepared and given in general accordance with the
10 principle aims of the North Northamptonshire Local Development
Framework, Statement of Community Involvement (adopted October 2006).
Following the public consultation and the wide support of the general public,
the Parish Council and elected Members the boundary and documents have
been formally adopted by the Corby Borough Council and are a material
consideration in considering planning applications, and will be taken into
account when determining planning applications within the Conservation Area
boundary.
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Part 1 – Conservation Area Appraisal
1

Introduction

1.1 This appraisal is a statement of the special architectural or historic interest
of Weldon. It is provided to inform the management of the conservation area
and, in particular, the formulation of policies, the determination of planning
applications for development, and proposals for enhancement.

2

Policy context

2.1 The key government guidance on all development affecting historic
buildings, conservation area and sites of archaeological interest remains
Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 (PPG15) Planning and the historic
environment (1994) and Planning Policy Guidance note 16 (PPG16)
Archaeology and Planning (1990), until these are rewritten as a new Planning
Policy Statement (PPS). The legislation to which this guidance primarily refers
is the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (‘the Principal Act’) and the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (‘the Act’).
2.2 Section 69 of ‘the Act’ requires local planning authorities to designate as
conservation areas any “areas of special architectural or historic interest the
character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance”.
Also, from time to time authorities are required to review the extent of
conservation areas within their districts; this is relevant with reference to the
Weldon Conservation Area.
2.2 Section 71 of ‘the Act’ requires local planning authorities to formulate and
publish proposals for the preservation and enhancement of conservation
areas and to submit them for consideration to a public meeting. Following
designation the local authority, in exercising its planning powers must pay
special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of the conservation area (Section 72 of the Act).
2.3 The Corby Local Plan, which was adopted in June 1997 contains
Environmental Policies for the ‘Conservation of the Built Environment’.
Policy P4 (E) concerned with the protection of Listed Buildings and
their setting, no demolition. Development schemes to take account of
unlisted buildings of interest.
Under the direction of the Secretary of State in September 2007 this Local
Plan policy P4(E) was given the status of a saved policy in the new LDF.
2.4 The new LDF document (referred to above) also has ‘Policies for the Built
Environment’:
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ENV 3: Preferred Options for the Protection of the Built environment.
Concerned with the development of a general policy to support the
protection of Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Conservation Areas.
ENV 4: Preferred Options for Design Guidance. Concerned with the
development of design guidance as a Supplementary Planning
Document
ENV 5: Preferred Options for Conservation Areas. Provides a
commitment to appraise existing conservation areas, and to consider
designation of new ones and the production of management plans.
2.5 This is in accordance with the slightly earlier Heritage Strategy for Corby
Borough (February 2006) that provided an Action Plan for identified projects.
Action No. 4 of the Plan is concerned with Corby Conservation Areas, the aim
of which was:
To undertake character appraisals of the 7 designated conservation
areas and develop management proposals for them as required.
To explore the possibility of Corby Old Village and Stanion becoming
conservation areas. These were surveyed in 2007 and have since
been officially adopted as Conservation Areas.
The proposed action needed to implement the above was identified as:
Begin character appraisals in 2006 (2 per year). Completed by 2010.
In 2007 to 2008 one or the existing conservation areas, the Lloyd’s
Conservation Area, has been subject to a detailed survey with the proposal to
enlarge the existing boundary, and another village East Carlton was also
considered for conservation area designation; these were duly adopted by the
Council in 2008.
2.6 The North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (CSS) is a key LDF
document as already stated Policy 13 (General Sustainable Development
Principles) provides guidance on the aspiration for raising design standards of
new developments, both in architectural terms and in their landscape setting
so as to respect and better protect assets including the ‘townscape of towns
and villages’. It has separate sections on raising standards and protecting
assets. Paragraph o) states:
“Conserve and enhance the landscape character, historic landscape
designated built environmental assets and their settings”
This is of particular relevance to those considering development proposals
within the village designated conservation areas. Also of relevance is the SPD
on Sustainable Design which was adopted by the North Northamptonshire
Joint Planning Committee on 31st July 2008 (this is available at
http:/www.nnjpu.org.uk) that promotes character and identity in townscape
and landscape by advising that development proposals respond to and
reinforce locally distinctive patterns of development, built heritage, culture,
landscape and living sustainably.
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3

Summary of special interest

3.1

The Village within the Boundary of the Conservation Area

3.1.1 Introduction: a single street runs east to west through the middle of
Weldon village, the A6003. It is approached from the north-west down the
Corby Road that forms a triangular junction with the A43 Kettering Road from
the south-west continuing as High Street until it meets the A427 south-eastern
approach road from Oundle; this enters at the centre point of modern Weldon
along the edge of The Green after which High Street becomes Stamford
Road. Historically this road separated the two detached hamlets of Great
Weldon to the south of the road, from Little Weldon to the north of it, but with
the greatest housing density built on the north side of the road itself; this is
clearly illustrated in the 1st Edition O.S. map of c.1888. Church Street is a
cross street forming a link between the two main roads from the south along
which Great Weldon grew; whereas Little Weldon developed some little
distance to the north along a U-shaped road down Bridge Street that runs off
to the north off High Street that then bends to the west and becomes Chapel
Road. This is the main centre of the hamlet, before becoming Water Lane as
it runs back up hill to the Corby Road at the western end of the conservation
area. The eastern end of the village contains significant areas of open green
space including the cricket ground that also lay within the boundary of the CA.
Excluded from the CA are various council housing developments on the
edges of the village. These include Spinney Road off Oundle Road, East and
South Crescent off Stamford Road, hillside Crescent off Corby Road, and
houses on Larratt Road and Gretton Road off Chapel Street. In addition
housing developments off either side of Bridge Street, developed on former
fields between High Street and Little Weldon, are excluded from the CA
forming something of a hole in the CA to the north of High Street.
3.1.2 Summary: the conservation area falls into four distinct character areas:
Character Area No. 1: Great Weldon hamlet to the south of the Willow Brook.
Character Area No. 2: The Village Green area to the north of the Willow Brook
and to the south of High Street
Character Area No. 3: The High Street
Character Area no. 4: Little Weldon hamlet, the area to the north of High
Street
3.2

Audit of heritage assets:
Detailed Appraisal of the village buildings

Character Area no. 1: Great Weldon hamlet to the south of Willow Brook
The Southern Approach from the West
3.2.1 Introduction: on the outskirts of the village down the Stamford /
Kettering Road a simple white-backed signpost announces ‘WELDON’, the
road bounded by tall dense hedges on either side. In the middle distance a
new (in 2008) stone house stands on the corner of Church Street that runs off
to the east (right).
11

Church Street
3.2.2 No. 1A: is a new house (completed 2008) built on the north side of the
road, and follows local traditional vernacular architectural practice in the
village, and the area, by being built of good quality local limestone, having
quoined angles and coped gables with a chimney at one end; the quality of its
stonework and look-alike (Bradstone) artificial stone slates help it to blend in
to the street scene.
3.2.3 No. 1: next door is an older stone cottage of at least 17th century origin
its gable ends showing that it was a single storey building with irregularly
coursed stonework and a steeply pitched roof originally for thatch, being
raised in stone in the 18th century to a full 2 storeys with smooth ashlar walling
and with 3 dormer windows rising through the eaves; it has shaped kneelers
to its coped gables that have end chimney stacks. It was probably not listed
due to the windows being altered with white plastic UPVC glazing and artificial
roof slates; it was once an alehouse and remains a Local Interest Building.
The adjacent buildings are 20th century bungalows that have a neutral effect
but have attractive gardens to front and back that contribute to the setting of
the CA. Opposite stand two listed buildings a farmhouse and its former barn
(no.8) that retains arrow-slit ventilators and quoined angles, now converted to
domestic use with 2 eaves dormers facing on to the street.
3.2.4 No. 10 (Glebe Farmhouse): is a simple early 19th century 3-storey 3bay farmhouse with a 2-storey rear out-shut built on to the edge of the road;
this has 2 bays of 9-paned windows with simple keyed lintels. Attached on to
the west end is another lean-to with attached on to that a long low farm
building partly converted to a garage with a large white garage door facing on
to the street; set back at its east end is a single bay of the 3 storey house.
Just beyond it another low farm building has an open archway leading into the
rear farm yard where a new stone house with brick detailing to its windows
has been built, visible through the arch. Its name Glebe Farmhouse suggests
that the farm was church land, the rents being part of the Rector’s stipend.
3.2.5 No. 11 (Toll Cottage): probably of 17th century origin with mid 20th
century alterations, particularly to the front façade where the upper storey is
rendered. Built gable-on to the street the gable features quoined angles and a
2-light mullioned and chamfered window to the attic floor and a tall ashlar
stack. The door enters against the stack on the west side where the 2 bays of
windows have white UPVC glazing. A track runs down the back of the building
leading to the next property (no. 13) and the open field with distinctive
earthworks, ‘humps and bumps’ identified on an Elizabethan map of the
village as “Hall Close”, being the site of its ancient manor house. Its name Toll
Cottage suggests that it probably served as a toll house during the 18 th
century when Church Street must have been part of a turnpike road where
fees were payable for using it not only for carts and carriages but also for
driving animals along it. A Local Interest Building.
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3.2.6 No. 13 & 13A, listed Grade 2: this former
18th century farmhouse, now subdivided into 2
dwellings, is set well back from the road and is
orientated like no. 11 north to south. On the west
side the original entrance door in the middle is
blocked, the house having a lobby-entry originally
with a room to either side, one with a bressumer
fireplace and chamfered spine beams with lamb’s
tongue stops. Each property features a 3-light
casement window with thin wooden lintel. Straw
thatched roof with low hooded dormers and two
stone chimney stacks. Detached but in-line with
them, on the south side, is a long low farm building that is also thatch roofed;
this helps to reinforce the character of the group. An earth track is set within a
rough grassed area and a gate leads in to the adjacent field that adds much to
the rural character of this part of the CA with a number of bushes and trees.
224

3.2.7 Nos. 12 & 14: back on the south side of Church Street these are a neat
handed-pair of stone cottages each with doors to the middle flanked by a
single outer bay of 2-light casements. One has a well tended lawn open to the
road, whereas the other has a low protecting hedge around the boundary of
its garden that creates a feeling of enclosure. A Local Interest Building.
3.2.8 No. 16 (The Cottage), listed Grade 2: is a small 1 ½-storey two
roomed thatched cottage built gable-on to the street in coursed sandstone
with a single 17th century style panelled ashlar chimney stack with cornice. It
is lit on both sides by a single bay of 2-light timber 2-paned casements with
thin wooden lintel, the thatch shaped above the attic floor window; black claypantile hood above the entrance door on the west side. The street is
characterised by slightly angled grassy bank to the road edge with the
properties mostly set behind low stone garden walls.
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3.2.9 No. 18 (The Old Rectory Lodge),
listed Grade 2: this is a fine example of
a mid-17th century stone-built cottage
with thatched roof. It exhibits a 3-room
plan with small-paned casement
windows and an almost centrally placed
door with a thatched roofed gabled
porch, with directly above it a single
arched eye-brow thatched dormer. The
thatched roof has a decoratively cut
shaped cresting, and features a straw squirrel on its ridge that has two ashlar
stacks with cornices with a straw ducks on its porch roof. It is set behind a low
wall with vertically bedded top stones, and a simple timber wicket gate.
3.2.10 No. 20 (Rectory Lodge), listed Grade 2: prominently sited built on a
bend in the road with a curving hedge boundary directly opposite from the
churchyard; there is a fine view down the tree lined approach to the church
from the east. This is an elegant 2 ½-storey larger stone house that was once
the rectory, built in the mid-18th century with 3 bays of 12-paned sash
windows with simple wedge lintels and
a projecting bay (like a porch) with
arched fan-light and 9-paned window
framed by stone pilasters. Coped
gables with shaped kneelers and
Colleyweston roof with 3 gabled
dormers retaining small-paned glazing.
Each gable has a tall single-flued
stack, with a larger stack of 4 coupled
flues off centre on the ridge. During
the 1st half of the 19th century it was
the home of Dr. J. Clark, a surgeon who was present with Nelson at the Battle
of Trafalgar; he gave a stained-glass window to the church. Built against the
west gable is a lower roofed single bay 20th century extension in-keeping built
in matching stone and roof slates; a gabled rear wing mostly hidden from view
forms a ‘T’-shape with the front range.
3.2.11 No. 22 (The Old Rectory), listed Grade 2: immediately to the east of
the Rectory Lodge the entrance gate is set back with splayed walls. It leads in
to the neat gravelled drive, stone edged to the well tended green lawns of the
Old Rectory which is set well back, approached from the rear, set in its own
extensive and attractive landscaped grounds with many fine specimen trees
including a mature Acacia. It is a large detached 4 x 4 bay house of c.1797
with a Regency feel with its over-sailing eaves to its hipped blue-slate roof,
and a curved projecting bay on its front with a conical roof and a marginglazed stair window at the rear. It has 12-paned sashes with 9-paned sashes
above to the 1st floor; a canted-bay window extension (20th century), built in
ashlar on the west side with deep 15-paned sashes and a French door. Its
garden backed by tall dense tree cover on its boundary edge to the adjacent
fields provides an important area of open green-space within the CA, and a
fine setting to this fine house that was built as the rectory, and was lived in by
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members of the Finch-Hatton family for a period. When leaving its grounds its
entrance gate way frames a fine view of the church directly opposite.
239

3.2.12 Church of St. Mary the Virgin, listed Grade 1:
Setting: set well back from the road with an attractive churchyard in front of it
that has an interesting mix of headstones and table monuments including one
to John Gumbold, a freemason who died in1653, that is
unusual with a triple triangular channelled top with
another similar close by with a double channelled top to
Arthur Gumbold his son (no date, but listing suggests
early-18th century) that are listed Grade 2.

The churchyard is raised up with a curved stone
boundary wall on its NW side with a closely spaced row
of trees set just outside it that add to its feeling of
enclosure. A footpath passes through the churchyard
leading to Church Walk that continues north over a
small bridge to High Street.

Architecture: the church follows a standard lay-out of nave with clearstory
windows above side aisles under lean-to roofs, a south porch, and a lower
roofed chancel with side chapels and a west tower refaced in grey Weldon
smooth faced ashlar stone during the 18th century. The church building
represents several phases of rebuilding and retains older fabric, dating from
the early 13th century, internally than externally. The addition of castellated
battlements typical of the 15th century to the parapets screen the low pitched
lead roofs of the aisle, south porch, and taller nave have helped to tie the
disparate periods of building together by providing a unity of design especially
to the profile of the building; though the present battlements with their neat
projecting edge moulding are probably part of the 19th century restorations
that included the addition of a North Chapel added in c.1862; the gargoyle
rain-water spouts are earlier. A careful examination of the stonework reveals
clear differences in the colour and character of the walling of the South Aisle:
there are 3 bays the first being typical grey Weldon stone, different to the next
two that are constructed from a more golden rubble stone, the Weldon-type
porous oolite limestone, quarried from nearer the surface. The bays of the
south aisle each feature a window of different design and period the bays
articulated by off-set buttresses. In the 1st bay is a simple 2-light window to the
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right of the porch that has a similarly arched door, contrasting with the fine
14th century Gothic arched 3-light window with reticulated tracery in the middle
bay, with a 15th century depressed Tudor-arched 3-light window in the 3rd bay
that has plate-tracery lighting the South Chancel Chapel.

The Chancel is set back and is lit by a similar 14th century window on the
south side, but with a larger 5-light Perpendicular tracery East Window. North
Aisle features 14th century 3-light square-headed windows with carved label
stops. The West Tower while appearing to be 18th century and Georgian postdates 1815 as proven by an engraving showing the original tower at that date,
and is probably late-Regency c.1820. It provides a Classical contrast to the
medieval character of the rest of the church, though it retains its original
medieval Decorated period west doorway, being un-buttressed with round
arched belfry openings with Gothick tracery with roundels in the top stage of
the 3-stage tower, with a small single clock face on the south side in the
middle stage with a sundial above, and a deep cornice that runs around the
tower below the straight sided plain panelled parapet each corner surmounted
by obelisk shaped pinnacles that terminate in ball finials. Rising above the
parapet wall is a curious and relatively small but attractive wooden octagonal
lead-domed cupola crowned by a striking wrought-iron weather-vane. The
lantern being somewhat out of scale with the width of the tower features
white-painted small-paned glazing and was added during the mid-19th century
replacing an earlier structure that is illustrated in an old engraving of c.1815
showing it to have had flying buttresses from the tall pinnacles to a quite large
octagonal stone lantern; this unusual lantern is by tradition thought to have
acted as a beacon light to guide travellers through Rockingham Forest and is
still lit on special occasions, such as New Year’s Eve.
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Interior: the Perpendicular South Porch leads to an inner door set in the west
end of the south aisle. Nave has a 3-bay arcade to the aisles, the south
arcade dates from the late-13th century and features roll moulded and
chamfered arches carried on quatrefoil piers with stiff-leaf capitals, the arcade
carries on to the east in a similar fashion embracing the south chapel. The
north arcade is later, Perpendicular with piers with a hollow chamfer on the
sides facing towards the nave and aisles, but with shafts facing towards the
arch openings at both ends of the nave: that to the west having an early 13th
century semi-circular arch in the base of the tower features carved heads on
the capitals, that to the east chancel is double chamfered. The roofs were
restored in the 19th century retaining some original timbers, with some 20th
century restoration work as well. South Chapel has a Perpendicular Reredos
and a horizontal band of blank tracery, and a Perpendicular double piscina
and sedilia with a trefoil head set in the south wall to the side of the altar with
a fine Perpendicular bracketed niche to the left of the altar with a steep
triangular crocketed head. Set below a window is a carved frieze decorated
with cusping. On the south wall is a decorative Elizabethan wall monument, a
memorial to Henry Platt (died 1595) with decorated pilasters and obelisks
above and other 18th and 19th century wall monuments. The font is 15th
century and is attached to the north aisle pillar where fragments of medieval
stained glass can be found in the windows. The remarkable West window is a
complete early 16th century Flemish stained-glass representation of the
Adoration of the Magi, once a gift from Sir William Hamilton, the ambassador
to Naples, to Lord Nelson; it was given by the Rev. Finch-Hatton (to whom the
east window is dedicated) and installed here in 1897. The east window in the
Sanctuary, representing the Ascension, was the gift of Dr John Clark a ship’s
surgeon who served in Nelson’s fleet at the Battle of Trafalgar, and lived close
by in the Rectory Lodge, no. 20 Church Street. There is also another 20th
century stained-glass window of particular interest that commemorates air
bombing missions during the 2nd World War, flown from the U.S. airbase at
Deenethorpe.
History: This is the Parish Church of St. Mary the Virgin in Weldon with
Deene. It is recorded that the church once contained a tomb to one of the
Bassett family, once lords of the manor. One authority (Morton) said that the
church was built of Stanion Stone; the tower rebuilt in the 18th century is all
grey Weldon ashlar so the suggestion seems wrong.
3.2.13 Church Walk, the Causeway, listed Grade 2: an elevated path with a
green-painted kissing gate at the exit from the churchyard leading to The
Causeway that is bounded by well constructed walls with round-topped coping
stones and features in the southern section of the walling a stone carved
panel recording “William Osbourne 1755”, presumably the date of its
construction and the mason’s name. An attractive wooded footpath leads
back towards Church Street, and further along the path to the north crosses a
simple single-span bridge spanning the stream that dissects the area running
west to east.
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The continuation of Church Street to the east of the Old Vicarage:
3.2.14 No. 24: the south side of the road is bounded by a tall stone wall with a
green grassy edge to the road, with a drive leading to no. 24 a small Georgian
house with 2 bays of 12-paned sash windows, visible from the Old Rectory
garden. Its neighbour no. 26 is mostly screened behind the tall boundary wall
to the road.
3.2.15 No. 28: further along set back from and slightly above the road on the
raised banking is an interesting new development of 3 detached houses and a
garage block forming a U-shaped courtyard built in local coursed stone with
brick banding and chimneys with blue-slate roofs. This is an above average
housing development that incorporates local vernacular detailing with
keystones to the window lintels and 2-paned timber casements, some
incorporating open timber porches that work well with different roof heights.
This attractive development is clearly visible from the road being approached
up hill via a wide access road with splayed entrance, the drive laid with pavers
and its banking given some thoughtful landscaping treatment with grassy
lawns and flower planting on its edge; it therefore makes a positive
contribution to the character of the conservation area.

3.2.16 No. 30: is a large stone built bungalow built on a platform above the
road, its timber windows with projecting stone surrounds with a Colleyweston
roof. It is enclosed on two sides by mature trees that screen the building
from the Oundle Road, the building being built close to the road junction with
Church Street.
3.2.17 North side of Church Street: to the east of the churchyard is an
important area of open green space with a water meadow bounded by mature
trees on the edge of the brook that form a barrier and screen to the housing
development built on the north side of the stream that runs down to East
Bridge over the Oundle Road; this forms a separation to the two distinct
character areas. At the eastern end of Church Street at the junction with
Oundle Road the vista is closed off by the fine setting of the impressive 17th
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century Manor House that is set well back from the road approached down a
long neat tarmac drive with neatly cut lawns to either side the size of a field.

Oundle Road
3.2.18 The Manor House, listed Grade 2*:
Setting: this is the largest dwelling within the CA and stands on its own like
some Cotswold manor house in a fine landscaped setting, its tall ashlar stone
chimneys and 3-storey central porch, partly clothed in creeper acting as an
eye-catcher when seen from the main road, adding much to the quality and
character of this part of the CA. Directly in front of the building it’s modest
sized garden is enclosed by a neatly cut yew hedge with a centrally positioned
white-painted small metal-bar gate that leads to its front door, a dark curve
topped opening in the projecting porch that sets the white painted gate off;
large mature trees frame the house. On the north side is a walled garden
square on-plan open to the house with high stone walls with quoined angles
and coped top, inset on the inside with circular recesses for statues and urns;
the west side facing towards the road has number of green topiary balls
hanging on brackets equally spaced along the wall that has the effect of
providing a neat symmetrical balance to the overall composition of the house
and its setting. Beyond the front hedge on its southern side the boundary is
continued by a white-painted metal Estate fence, with a white-painted flagpole at the junction of the two; these enclose a few ancient low trees. The
southern boundary of the ‘field’ to the front of the house is bounded by a stone
boundary wall with a wide metal Estate gate fixed to black-painted square
wooden gate posts with white-painted pyramid tops, a distinctive feature
repeated at the main entrance that has more Jacobean carved finials. The
rear of the dwelling is approached down the drive to Manor Farm immediately
adjacent. A curving stone wall close to the house encloses a small garden to
the side and rear of the house with colourful planting and a few ancient low
trees that add interest without obscuring the architecture of the building
around which some more topiary balls hang. The area to the rear of the house
is landscaped with many variegated bushes and trees forming a dens
boundary to adjacent properties with an attractive duck pond set in its grounds
and a fine tall tree with a circular wooden bench around its base. The sweep
of its immaculately kept lawns adds an elegance and grace to the setting of
this fine house.
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Architecture: this is an important and fine vernacular building thought to date
from the mid-16th century (listed building description) with building work
continuing in the early and late-17th century; a lead plate on the rear of the
building is dated 1629, and there is a stair-projection with a lean-to roof
containing a late-17th century dog-leg staircase with turned balusters. It has
an ‘F’-shaped plan with a 2 ½-storey gabled south wing attached by a lower
ridged roof onto a symmetrical 3-bay hall range built on its north side with a
projecting 3-storey gabled porch its top storey with a blank diamond shaped
panel in its apex, possibly a later-17th century addition rising above the eaves
in a dramatic fashion to provide a quite large room accessed from the attic.
The porch is flanked by 4-light chamfered mullioned windows to each floor
and hipped dormers on its steeply pitched Colleyweston stone slate roof. This
has coped gables with kneelers and tall ashlar faced double-coupled flued
chimneys in ashlar to the north gable and central to the ridge a triple L-shaped
flued chimney, with a group of four coupled flues to the south gable that also
serves as a lateral chimney to the cross-wing that also has another single flue
close to the rear gable on its southern roof pitch. The many fireplaces bear
testament gentle status of the occupants with fireplaces on both floors to all
rooms. The listed building description states that the “interior has open
fireplaces with bressumers and 17th century fireplaces with moulded stone
surrounds”.
283

History: while this was not a Manor House as such for the Lord of the Manor
to live in, it is a substantial farmhouse that originally formed part of the Kirby
Hall estate for officials (possibly stewards) of the Hatton family, with a long
unbroken tenancy and subsequent ownership in the same family.
Kettering Road
3.2.19: No. 8 (Haunt Hill House), listed Grade 2*:
Setting: this fine vernacular building is without doubt the finest and most
interesting building in Weldon built originally in the 17th century by a stone
mason for his personal residence to exhibit his skill “at the towne’s end by the
quarries”. It stands to the north-west of the junction of Church Street with the
Stamford / Kettering Road on its own close to the west side of the road. For
many years it is reported that it was hidden by dense tree cover that obscured
views of its front and south gable, but some judicious pruning and removal of
trees in the past has opened up the building to views from the public highway;
much to the benefit of the CA improving the setting of the house on its lonely
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hill still dwarfed by large trees on its southern approach where only glimpses
of its gable can be had, reminding us that the ancient name for the village was
Weldon-in-the-Woods. A low Beech hedge bounds its front garden forming a
separation from the grassy bank next to the road, its garden with a scattering
of topiary yew and box trees shaped to cones framing its entrance door and
its central path, with other standard bay trees and box balls in planters in its
attractive rear garden. There is no provision for motor cars in its grounds,
vehicles having to park on the road edge on its grassy bank leaving the house
appearing untouched by later centuries, other than in the plain-glass glazing
(instead of diamond-paned leaded lights) of its stone mullioned windows. Its
position to the south of the Willow Brook on the west side of the road places it
in a prominent position when driving south-west through the village on the
rising ground after the bend in the road on the bridge over the stream. The
house was built in its isolated position immediately adjacent to an area of
stone quarries. John Leland the great antiquary wrote in his journal when he
passed through Weldon in the reign of Henry VIII, the quarries lie “on the
south side” of the village “a little without it”.
292

Architecture: while being quite spectacular in terms of architectural design
and decoration this is a relatively modest sized yeoman 3-bay 2 ½ -storey 17th
century vernacular stone house with rooms in the attic lit by windows set in
the apex of its steeply pitched gables, the house being roofed with
Colleyweston stone slates. It exhibits a symmetrical 3-bay front elevation
perfectly proportioned with a central projecting open gabled porch with an
ogee headed doorway and a raised carved shield in its apex displaying the
coat-of-arms of the Masons’ Company, the builder Humphrey Frisbey being
one of a local family of masons and a master mason thus eligible to display
the Masons’ Company Arms on his house, both above his entrance and on
the south gable that also incorporates his initials and the date of construction
“H1643F” . Above the coped gable of the porch is a small single light window
set under the eaves and, above on the roof central to the ridge, a finely
carved large square stone chimney stack of 4-coupled flues with rich
mouldings and cornice and arrow-slits separating the flues on all four sides.
To either side of the porch is a low 4-light mullioned-and-transom window with
carved moulded hood-mould with straight returns and ovolo-moulded mullions
and a slightly thicker central king-mullion. Above to the 1st floor similar 3-light
transom windows to each side rising into the eaves with a cat-slide hooded
dormer, sometimes called ‘Lincolnshire eaves dormers’. Its gable ends have
high tabling with the coping stones raised high above the roof slates
emphasising the coped gable with its shaped kneelers and apex crowned by a
finely carved ball finial. The south gable end is an architectural tour-de-force
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and a total delight because of the decorative treatment to the three windows,
one to each floor and one to the attic in the apex.
Like the front elevation they are 4-light transom with a 3-light transom above
but are framed by double scrolled volutes wrapped around a blank shield, with
at the 1st floor a stepped drip mould that also frames the heraldic carved
shield; the attic window is a small 3-light window the central light raised
forming an inverted T-shape with a stepped hood-mould framing it. The rear
elevation is more simple with a deep projecting plinth course, visible also on
the front elevation, having 2-light transom windows in the outer bays with
above small 2-light windows tucked under the eaves that have over-sailing
slates. The central bay has a door with a depressed Tudor-arch and a small
single stair-window to the right with above, rising above the roof behind the
chimney stack, a large gabled dormer with kneelers, coping and finial base,
with a large 4-light mullioned-and-transom window overlooking the rear
garden.
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Interior: the internal plan of the building is simple, having only two rooms, but
interestingly the doors enter against the chimney stack forming a lobby-entry,
with a stair at the rear, against the large central chimney stack for the back-toback Tudor-arched fireplaces of the two similarly sized rooms that have a
central spine-beam that runs into the walls above the front windows, these are
supported by the thicker king-mullions of the windows. The entrance vestibule
contrived between the front door and the chimney stack has an unusual and
attractive carved stone screen wall (the east side of the fireplace) decorated
with a blind arcade of two rusticated arches, with above a carved plaque that
incorporates a small arched recess below it that is inscribed and dated “IR
1636 TE”, the initials and date being something of a mystery. There are
similar Tudor-arched fireplaces at the 1st floor, though smaller than those on
the ground floor that provided a Hall to the north and a Parlour to the south.
On the external stonework two mason’s marks were observed one a
conjoined “HF” (for Humphrey Frisby) and a single “W”. Built on to the north
gable is a lower roofed 1 ½-storey stone single cell extension with a blue-slate
roof with similarly detailed coped gable with kneelers and coping with high
tabling of uncertain date, but in-keeping with the original build; today it
accommodates the kitchen.
History: there are two families of stone masons connected with Weldon, the
Grumbolds and the Frisbys; the parents of the builder Humphrey Frisby
(junior) intermarried as evidenced by the Weldon Parish Register for 1619 that
records the marriage of Elizabeth Grumbold to Humphrey Frisby (senior, died
1625) originally a stonemason from King’s Cliffe. In 1648 Humphrey junior
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died, and his widow subsequently sells the house to William Jones of Gretton
for £100, though it would appear he had difficulty finding the money during the
Civil War interregnum period, until after the Restoration of the Monarchy, as
the balance remained unpaid in 1666 (ref. Colvin, H.M.: Haunt Hill House in
Jope, E.M., ed.: ‘Studies in Building History’; pub. Odhams, 1961).
3.2.20 Summary: It is interesting that on the two separate east and west
approach roads to the village, from the south, are two important 17th century
houses that are set on their own just before the bridge over the stream that
separates the character areas of the conservation area. The Kettering Road
passing Haunt Hill House runs down hill, across the stream and directly into
the end of High Street close to its junction with the Corby Road, our third
character area; whereas the Oundle Road crosses the stream directly into the
second character area that is sandwiched between the north bank of the
stream and the un-built southern side of High Street/ Stamford Road that is
partly occupied by The Green and the Cricket Ground.
Character Area No. 2: The Village Green
The southern approach from the East
Oundle Road
3.2.21 East Bridge: the parapet wall cants on the
approach to this simple 18th century stone bridge with
a single semi-circular arch and coping stones with
canted top dressed with an angled chamfer; there is a
tradition that close to the bridge the stream was used
for sheep dipping.
After crossing the bridge the road curves to the left (west) and splits to form a
Y-shape to Deene End that leads off to the right and bounds the southern
edge of the Cricket Ground with a couple of older houses on either side close
to the junction with the main Oundle Road.
Deene End:
3.2.22 No. 14 (Stone Cottage): its
prominently sited stone gable end faces
the bend on the main road; features
quoined angles, coping and end ashlar
panelled chimney stacks with cornice,
suggestive of an 18th century date. The
front 3-bay façade has been mostly
rebuilt with disturbed stonework around
the new windows and an added gabled
porch that is in-keeping. Good new stone boundary wall with vertically bedded
top stones.
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3.2.23 No. 13 (Meadow Cottage): on the opposite side of the road similar 3bay altered 18th century cottage the windows with thin wooden lintels, built in
grey Weldon stone with a lower roofed, and slightly set back, orange-coloured
stone extension to the south that doesn’t match the original stonework. It is
set back from the road with a lawn to its front and an old Weldon stone
boundary wall built with un-mortared coursed rubble stone, having an
attractive wooden gate to its central path.
Oundle Road (south side)
3.2.24: Introduction: Negative Feature: the boundary of no. 22, the mid-tolate 20th century Corner House built on the bend, is a long repetitive sectional
metal fence with fleur-de-lis finials that while neat is unfortunately out of
character with CA where stone boundary walls are normally found. A better
alternative if the construction of a stone wall was prohibitively too expensive
would have been the installation of metal Estate fencing with 3 or 4 horizontal
rails supported on widely spaced upright supports, rather than vertical fencing;
such railings are commonly found in rural villages within Corby borough e.g.
East Carlton on property boundaries close to the church. After this is an
attractive stretch of older stone dwellings at the heart of the village, which are
mostly, listed Grade 2. They are built on both sides of the road that narrows
where an attractive thatched cottage (no. 5) juts out into the road on a blind
bend; probably its listed status has saved it from demolition to make way for
highway improvements. Down the side of no. 16 is a narrow footpath leading
to a small footbridge across the stream, one of several bridges along its
course.
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3.2.25 No. 18 (Greystones), listed Grade 2: built parallel to the left, south
side, of the road, with a tarmac pavement down its side. This is a 17th century
quite large farmhouse built in grey coloured Weldon stone originally with a
three room cross-passage plan, now altered where the original door off the
street has been reduced to a window with a quite deep wooden lintel. To the
left of the former door are 2 bays of 3-light stone mullioned windows to each
floor, with to the right a single light with wooden lintel and a 2-light window
above. It has an end stack to the right (west) gable and a lateral stack to the
ridge of its Colleyweston roof, this is for the large open inglenook fireplace
with a timber bressumer beam that backs on to the former hearth passage; a
1st floor room has a Tudor arched stone fireplace. It is quite a long flat façade,
the mullioned windows preened of hood-moulds, that follows the tapering
street alignment; this is continued by the next block of buildings (nos. 12-16)
creating a funnelling effect.
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3.2.26 No. 16, listed Grade 2: by contrast with its neighbour this is a small 3bay Georgian house of c.1780, built in a warmer coloured golden sandstone
with dressed quoins and gable end stacks to its blue-slate roof, not quite
symmetrical with its off-centre front door. To either side are 2-light smallpaned casement timber windows.
14

3.2.27 Nos. 12 & 14: this pair of 19th century semi-detached brick workers’
cottages is taller than its neighbour and has a symmetrical arrangement, each
having 3 bays with a central door flanked by segmental-arched casement
windows that add to the rhythm of the buildings on the street, and three ridge
stacks. The east gable is constructed of stone with the rear corner cut back at
an angle in yellow brickwork to accommodate the over-sailing thatched roof of
its immediate older neighbour that is set back level with its rear wall.
3.2.28 No. 8 (Washbrook Cottage), & No.10 (Willowbrook Cottage), both
listed Grade 2: set back from the road side front and its neighbours this pair
of early-18th century thatched 2-room houses are of different builds and are
attached on to each other and form an attractive long group with stone
chimney stacks and irregular sized quoins to the angles. They are 1 ½ storey
with hooded attic dormers with small-pane casements one with wooden lintels
the other with stone lintels with keystones. They are open to the pavement
with a small grassed area to their front. No. 8 has an inglenook fireplace with
a bressumer beam and a beamed ceiling. At right-angles to it is a small
attached rear cottage (Nos. 4 & 6).

Oundle Road (north side)
3.2.29 Introduction: on the opposite side of the road are an interesting mix of
dwelling types, small houses and cottages, one gable-on to the road the
others fronting the road, the Old Bakehouse being set back in contrast to a
thatched cottage (no. 5) that juts out into the road.
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3.2.30 No. 9 (The Old Bakehouse), listed Grade 2: was reconstructed in
1995 and now forms an attractive stone house with neat ashlar quoins,
kneelers and coped gables with chimney stacks and 3 bays of windows
(altered glazing) with thin wooden lintels; its entrance door is covered by a
small hooded open porch.

Some thoughtful landscaping to the front with gravelled parking area to the
right, curved path to the front door laid with pavers in the centre, with a small
grassed lawn to the left in front of the house, with a curved boundary.

3.2.31 No. 7 (Stone Cottage), listed Grade 2: this is a modest sized stone
built house that retains an asymmetrical arrangement of box sashes of
differing sizes: to the right of the central door, which has a corbelled gabled
stone hood, is a single bay of 16-paned sash windows to each floor, but with a
9-paned sash to the left of the door and 12-paned sashes to the 1st floor, all
with thin wooden lintels; this gives a vernacular character to this Georgian
house that is set behind a low stone boundary wall constructed of thin
coursed rubble.
3.2.32 No. 5, listed Grade 2: this is a
perfectly balanced 3-bay thatched cottage of
c.1700, with a prominent east gable that has
irregularly sized quoins to its corner angle,
and neat coping to the edge of the thatched
roof that has a projecting stone moulding
running up its edge and under its stone gable
stack. It has a central boarded door with a
step straight onto the road edge, with to
either side 3-light windows all with thin
wooden lintels, the attic windows with neatly
cut shaped hooded dormers. A strategically
placed metal bollard protects the building
from passing vehicles that has to give way to
oncoming traffic on this blind bend. However, the curve in the road and the
closeness of the buildings on either side adds much to the character and
attractiveness of this part of the CA. Set behind the house is a yard with a
long building with a corrugated metal lean-to roof that is a negative feature
because it is bright white and stands out.
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3.2.33 No. 3: is a small detached mid-20th century bungalow, very suburban
in character, with canted bay windows and an over-sailing hipped roof. It
fronts the bend in the road and has a quite large garden with a stone
boundary wall and a number of mature hedges that help to define the road
and add to the CA; it faces directly towards Church Walk a small cul-de-sac
leading off to the west (see below).

3.2.34 No. 1 (Old School House), listed Grade 2: this is a generously sized
school-house built gable-on to the road but fronting the Village Green to the
north. It is actually built on the west side of the triangular green that is defined
by School Lane, High Street and Oundle Road, with the adjacent larger
school premises and the historic Round House all on the same triangular
island that lies at the heart of the settlement. The house is a large two room
stone building built of well coursed grey Weldon stone with coped gables with
end corniced stacks to its traditional Colleyweston stone slate roof. It is set
behind a neat Yew hedge its central entrance framing the curved topped
double doors in the small gabled porch with a
hood-mould with straight returns above the
door; this appears to be late-17th century,
though the listing suggests that it is 19th
century. To either side white-painted smallpaned windows of 2- and 3-lights with
wooden lintels, probably replaced with larger
timbers in the 20th century when the interior
was remodelled, though it still retains some
chamfered ceiling beams.

Attached on to the east side is the long 1 ½ storey
school range thought to have been built in 1820
re-using stone from a Market House that was built
on the village green about 1700, and was
demolished in the early 19th century. If this is true
it explains why the building with several 3-light
chamfered mullioned windows with hood-moulds
with straight returns looks more 17th century than
19th century.
There are records that it was extended in 1872;
this is likely to be the gabled ‘wing’ built on to
the east of the building that features a cusped
roundel (a Victorian Gothic Revival feature) in
its gable, and a hipped roof to the rear, where
tall windows and roof dormers are probably
alterations of 1891; it is enclosed behind a
wooden fence with a tall hedge at the rear; the
school closed in 1973 and is now the Weldon
Centre used by the local community.
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3.2.35 The Round House, The Green on the west side of School Lane,
listed Grade 2: immediately adjacent to the school building is this wonderful
enigmatic circular limestone Lock-up with a conical stone roof, dressed in
imitation of roof slates, crowned by a ball-finial. The circular walls are
completely blind except for two small square opening vents with metal grilles
set high up under the eaves to provide ventilation and some light to the
occupants thrown on to the floor inside it. Normal practice was for the village
Night Watch, a sort of vigilante group of local residents, often in association
with the Village Constable, to round up miscreants and drunks and others who
may have been fighting, and incarcerate them in the lock up overnight to cool
them off, letting them out in the morning via the studded plank door under a
stone lintel. Such original and untouched Lock ups are quite rare and this is a
particularly fine example and in addition to being listed is also a Scheduled
Ancient Monument; it adds an interesting historical aspect to the CA and is
visually quite fascinating; this could just as easily be 17th century as 18th
century.
School Lane (east side)
3.2.36 Introduction: School Lane runs off Oundle road to the north forming a
link through to the High Street. An attractive L-shaped grouping of terraced
cottages, all listed buildings, line one side of a street that leads through to the
Cricket Ground and its Pavilion that is built on the west side of the large
cricket field that the maps show has three footpaths running crossing it, as if
this was simply a larger village green used as a sports ground. The Green is
bounded on its north side by a post-and-pale fence and a broad green
banking sloping down to a footpath set behind a continuous row of cast
concrete bollards; the simple road sign for School Lane stands on the edge of
the banking.
3.2.37 No. 2, listed Grade 2: this former 18th century house has its back to
the lane where its long roof forms a single-storey outshot now forming the
front of the property with small paned windows looking much like a 20th
century bungalow. Only the coped gable and ashlar corniced chimney stacks
survive to remind us of its earlier origins; it is attached on to no. 5 its
neighbour. By tradition this house is supposed to have marked the boundary
between Great and Little Weldon.
3.2.38 Nos. 5, 6 & 7, listed Grade 2: this continuous row of houses were
originally two separate differently sized dwellings, no. 6 being a single room
in-fill between the larger houses all built in grey Weldon stone with
Colleyweston roofs. They have gardens to their front set behind a wooden
picket fence and hedges, with a deep grassy area to their front. The south
gable end of no. 7 shows several phases of building with straight joints and a
raised wall.
85
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3.2.39 No. 8: is a former single-storey 18th century stone outbuilding now
forming a small dwelling with a tall lateral chimney stack; it is built on the edge
of cricket field from where a view of the house shows it to be L-shaped with a
hipped corner and gabled ends. A Local Interest Building.
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3.2.40 Nos. 9, 10 & 11, listed Grade 2: another long range of three houses.
Nos. 10 & 11 form a combined single late-17th century single bay cottage with
a larger former public house with paired doorways with white-painted doors,
then 3 bays of 2-light casements with attic thatch roofed dormers over the first
two. Coped gable with kneelers to the right west gable and 2 double-flued
ashlar chimney stacks, with an added brick chimney. The tubs of flowers and
hanging baskets form a pleasing decorative effect. No. 9 at the east end is a
loser roofed smaller 2-bay grey Weldon ashlar faced cottage with brick
chimneys; it has a similar recent 2-bay extension in keeping with the original
cottage that is set back with a wooden hood over its entrance, with a lower
roof line; its front faced in ashlar with thin coursed stonework in its gable end
with ashlar quoins. A photograph of c.1910 shows the village green and
school with the Nag’s Head in the distance with an inn sign on a post to the
corner of no.11; originally the pub was called The White Horse, and is one of
several old inns that the village has lost over the years.
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3.2.41 The Cricket Ground: has a wooden pavilion on its eastern side quite
close to no. 8. the large cricket field forms an important area of open green
space with trees around its northern boundary with the Stamford Road from
which footpaths cross towards the northern end of Deene End where some
older thatched cottages stand on either side of the road.
82

Deene End
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3.2.42 No. 10 (Hatton Lodge), listed Grade 2: this attractive late-17th century
thatch roofed stone built farmhouse of 1 ½ storeys with neat eye-brow
dormers backs on to the Cricket Ground and has a stone-style between the
field and the house. It exhibits a 3-roomed plan with 20th century timber
casements and ashlar stacks; its front is open to the road with a small
grassed area to its front.
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3.2.41 No. 11, listed Grade 2: standing on the opposite side of the road is
this smaller 2-roomed thatched cottage of c.1700 with irregularly sized quoins
and gable stacks; it has small 2-light casements with thin wooden lintels.
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3.2.42 Eastwell House: a former 17th century single storey cottage raised to
2 storeys in coursed stone; its gable end shows the original steeply pitched
roofline rising up into impressive triple-flued ashlar stacks added in the 18th
century; the building adds to the quality of the street scene. A Local Interest
Building.
3.2.43 Cricketer’s Green: this is an attractive new housing development of
some 14 or so detached executive houses that run off Deene End to a cul-desac, where care has been given to building in the local vernacular style with 1
½ storey and 2-storey stone buildings with a mix of roof types, red tile, blue
slate and artificial stone. Care has been given to the landscaping of the road
lay-out with a combination of tarmac paths with stone boundary walls, green
edging, gravel drives and hedge boundaries; the development lies just
outside the current CA boundary.

Church Walk, off the west side of Oundle Road
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3.2.44 Introduction: a curving road leads off the main road to a small cul-desac with some 18th century cottages and a small 17th century house where
there is a grassed island turning circle. The road is here reduced to a path
that leads to The Causeway over a small bridge to the church to the south,
and continues to the north towards High Street where a recent housing
development has been built on the site of a public house that was
demolished.
3.2.45 Nos.11 & 13: is an older single storey building with thin coursed rubble
stone raised to 2-storeys in large coursed walling; mostly altered but retains
some windows with thin wooden lintels.
3.2.46 No. 12: this is a particularly fine and unspoilt late-17th century stone
built 1 ½-storey cottage with Colleyweston stone slate roof having a pleasing
symmetrical 3-bay façade. This has a central Tudor-arched doorway with
sunken spandrels and high chamfered stops, with an oak boarded door
flanked by 2-light mullioned windows with ovolo-moulded mullions and leaded
lights, with above 3-light attic mullioned gabled dormers rising through the
eaves; it has coped gables with kneelers and coupled flued ashlar stacks. It is
surprisingly un-listed. There is an extension on its east side with a car-port
attached on to no. 10 (that it may be part of) built in a sympathetic manner. A
Local Interest Building.

3.2.47 Church View: is a relatively recent housing development of detached
executive stone-built houses adjacent to Church walk built following the
demolition of the King’s Arms public house in 2000, accessed off High Street;
built in various sizes from single-storey bungalows to 1 ½-storey, 2-storey and
2 ½ storey dwellings with dormers on the roof that look a little ungainly the
buildings too high for their overall width and size; they are built on the site of
the former public house the King’s Arms.

3.2.48 The War Memorial: set between the Oundle Road, Church Walk and
High Street is a triangular piece of land with grassed edge, boundary with
bollards and linked chain, flower border, inner grassed area, pea gravel
surrounding the stone octagonal plinth of three diminishing steps that support
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a simple but dignified stone obelisk with cast metal panels to its base
recording the names of the fallen of two World Wars. It is a successful piece
of public realm the few trees forming a visual link to those across the road on
the edge of The Green; the quiet roads around its west and south side
providing an informal parking area close to the heart of the village. A Local
Interest Building.

Character Area No. 3: Corby Road (east end), High Street and Stamford
Road
The approach from the West
3.2.49 Introduction: the entry point to High Street is at the junction of Corby
Road and Kettering Road where modern white backed signs stand on the
south-east side of the road with a quite large area of open green space on the
opposite west side of the road. The older properties are on the north side of
the road, continuing on the Corby Road for a short distance directly opposite
the small triangular green formed by the road junction; these include some
significant 17th century listed buildings and help to re-enforce the village
character at its approach from Corby; the white-painted walls of the thatched
building built gable-on to the street directly opposite the road junction is
numbered on Corby Road (no. 11), whereas its neighbour to the east is no. 1
High Street. The character of High Street is a more-or-less that of a
continuous frontage of older south facing buildings built on the north side of
the street; whereas on the south side are no older buildings than the small
supermarket-come-post office in a purpose built stone single-storey gabled
mid-20th century building with coped gables, and with a parking lay-by to
either side of the bus-shelter. Next along is the estate of fairly new houses,
already referred to above at Church View, that is much more extensive on
High Street than when viewed from Church Walk, with several houses fronting
the street set behind stone boundary walls to the wide tarmac pavement; this
is built on the site of the King’s Arms and its extensive car park that was
demolished to make way for it. The opposite side of the road provides the
main visual interest with a diverse number of stone-built dwellings from
cottage to Georgian town house, workshops and a former brewery. Further
along after the junction with the Oundle Road are two public houses and
former shops and other interesting houses opposite from The Green.

High Street (north side)
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3.2.50 No. 1 (Willowbrook), listed Grade 2: originally two houses, now one
dwelling; a modern lean-to porch welds the two houses together. The house
to the left is early 19th century having large 16-paned sash windows and is
built of grey Weldon stone; whereas that to right is built in a warmer orangecoloured sandstone, observed in several other places in the village, and is
mid-18th century, being slightly larger and taller with coped gables and having
smaller small-paned casements to its simple 3-bay façade, its central door
altered to a window with above a date stone inscribed “SS 1742”. It is set
behind an old limestone wall with vertically bedded top stones built on the
edge of the footpath where here the road splays away at a different alignment.
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3.2.51 No. 5: is a small single-cell 18th century cottage attached on to the
gable of its neighbour no. 7; it has thin wooden lintels to its door and windows
that have been replaced with UPVC products that has diminished its interest;
there is a single-storey extension on its west side.
3.2.52 No. 7 (Vine House), listed Grade 2: this was a single-storey late-17th
century cottage as shown by the differing stone work with a horizontal
straight-joint running across the façade of the building, having an inscribed
date stone “RC 1691”, that was raised to 2 storeys in the mid-19th century with
another date stone inscribed “TW 1844” when it was re-windowed with smallpaned tri-partite sashes retaining the earlier thin wooden lintels to the ground
floor with 16-paned sashes to the 1st floor with stone lintels with key-blocks.

The listing description records another date stone “1587/ DBL” and ‘an open
fireplace with bressumer’, perhaps from the earliest house; the concrete
pantile roof has ashlar chimney stacks to the gables.
3.2.53 Nos. 9 & 11: this pair of semi-detached double fronted cottages was
re-fenestrated in the late-19th century with segmental brick arches to the
windows and doors; the coursed Weldon stonework and quoined angles
suggest that it probably dates from the 18th century. It is built directly on to the
pavement without any frontage and has a concrete tiled roof and a single
chimney stack to the west gable.
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3.2.54 Nos. 11A, 15 & 17 (The Old Brewery): this is a fascinating U-shaped
block with hipped ends to the street, no. 11 A being a dwelling with 2 bays of
windows, no.15 being a shop (Really Useful Computer Co.) with a wide 3-light
shop-window and sign-board. Set back with a courtyard
to its front is the former brew-house 3-storey tower with a
pyramidal roof surmounted by a ventilator with a clockface to the front. It’s thin coursed stone walling, and 2light 1st floor window with wooden lintel and irregular
sized quoins, is suggestive of an early-18th century date
for the building (it is shown on the 1st Edition O.S. map of
c. 1850); 20th century openings are identified by their
brick surrounds. The building with its tower adds interest
to the street scene. . A Local Interest Building.
3.2.55 Nos. 19 & 21 (Breakfast House): this is a long
range running parallel with the street with only one window on the ground floor
for the café, but with five 2-light casements at the first floor. This is suggestive
of its use as a store house on the ground floor with a workshop above, this
now forms domestic accommodation; probably associated with the adjacent
brewery. Originally listed but now a Local Interest Building.
3.2.56 No. 23 (Cheyne House), listed Grade 2: a tall 2-room Georgian
house with at the left side a low door with a key-stone lintel that probably
leads through an internal passage to the rear of the property, as it is built on
to the adjacent buildings. It has a central door with a window to the right and
two to the 1st floor all 3-light wooden casements with leaded lights, with similar
to the attic gabled dormers set on the roof; this has cope gables with moulding
that runs across the ashlar gable-end stack to the left; that to the right is
incorporated into the stack of the adjacent larger property that the listing
suggests it may have been the domestic wing to (no. 27). Inside it retains a
dog-leg staircase and a segmental brick arched fireplace with keystone. It
seems possible that this building may have been associated with the adjoining
house and provided some of its accommodation, possibly even a doctor’s
surgery and bedrooms for servants.
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3.2.57 Nos. 25 & 27, listed Grade 2: this is an unusual quite large gentry
town house where the local doctor Dr Stokes lived in the late 19th and early20th century. It has a wide 3-room plan providing a service room at the west
left-hand end, possibly also used as the doctor’s surgery. Then a doorway,
probably leading into a cross-passage; a hall lit by a canted stone mullioned
window; and a parlour at the right-hand end, only accessible from through the
hall, thus being a particularly private room. The house dates from the late-17th
century, but with a mostly altered mid-18th century façade when fashionable
small-paned sash windows were inserted into the outer bays. It has 4 bays:
the 1st and 4th bays have 20-paned sash windows to each floor the stone
lintels with key-blocks; the 2nd bay has a door with applied timber surround, a
white-painted architrave and with a triangular pediment; the 3rd bay retains the
17th century canted full height stone bay window that juts out into the street
having 3-light chamfered mullioned windows, the ground floor lowered, and
single side lights, with a deep parapet to the top. It has a deep chamfered
stone plinth running across the façade and is built directly on to the edge of
the street, a slight parapet screens the edge of the roof that has coped gables
with large ashlar chimney stacks. To the east is a gap in the street frontage
before the next building. An old photograph (Hill, P: Archive Photo Series,
Corby, 1996, p.122) shows the doctor’s daughter sat in a pony and trap
outside the front door, and the house covered in Virginia Creeper; at that time
its frontage had a small grassed edge set behind neat linked chain fencing
hung from short wooden posts with pyramid carved finials; this gave the
house a better setting than today where tarmac runs right up to the edge of
the building.
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3.2.58 The Odd Fellows Hall: is a fine Vernacular Revival stone purposebuilt club house of c.1890. T-shaped it has a tall 2 ½ storey front-facing
gabled ‘wing’ with mullioned windows of 6 lights, with 4-light window above
and a 3-light attic window. To right under separate smaller gable much as a 2storey porch impressive door-case with chamfered and fluted jambs and a
triangular pediment lifted up above the door lintel on corbels with the name of
the building carved in to the frieze; a 2-light window to the right and another
above. At this point set back is the main roof range with coping, kneelers and
truncated chimney stack on the gable. Attached with lower roof additional
single-cell with separate door to the street with quoined surround and ashlar
parapet; this would appear to have been no. 31 originally; its neighbour no. 33
was demolished to make the opening of B ridge Street, which runs off to the
north, wider so as to accommodate passing motor vehicles at some time in
the 2nd half of the 20th century – map evidence suggests that this was after
1964. A Local Interest Building.
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Stamford Road (north side): after the road junction with Bridge Street High
Street continues in the same alignment running north-east and becomes
Stamford Road, but in essence is the same street.
3.2.59 No. 1 & attached former shop, listed Grade 2: this is a quite large
mid-to-late 18th century Georgian town house that incorporated a shop in the
1st bay on the corner of the road junction that features a wide tripartite smallpaned sash window, of 20-panes; there are two doors paired together with to
the right 2 other large 32-paned sash windows, with 3 to the 1st floor, and with
3 gabled dormers directly above built on the edge of the eaves that have
small-paned casements. Coped gable to the left with tall single-flued chimney,
with another to the 2nd bay, and a double flue to the former gable end, the
coping removed when the adjacent house (no. 3) was built in the early 19 th
century. The house clearly had a typical 3-room plan and was a substantial
dwelling built close to the edge of the street with a small garden to its front set
behind modern metal railings.
67

3.2.60 No. 3 (Deene House) and former Post Office, listed Grade 2: there
is a straight joint between the two dwellings (no. 1) this house being slightly
smaller than its neighbour having a 2-room plan having 3 window bays of 12
panes (4 across) with wedge-shaped voussoirs; at the right hand end is a
projecting timber shop front with a door to its right hand side. It blue-slate roof
is a continuation of no.1 and has double flued ashlar stacks on its gables, that
to the left joined to its neighbours chimney stack. It has a stone wall to its road
side front enclosing the smallest of gardens and some overgrown hedges that
obscure the building rather than provide privacy. The screened off shop front
and entrance door is a negative feature that detracts from the quality of this
fine Georgian street scene.
69-1

3.2.61 The George Hotel and no. 7, listed Grade 2: is an impressive long
range of a genuine Georgian coaching inn attached on to the end of no. 3,
with no. 7 being a mid-19th century Victorian shop attached on to its east
gable that together form a continuous frontage. The hotel is slightly set back
from no. 3 permitting a small front beer garden with brightly coloured sun
umbrellas in the summer positioned close to its traditional hanging painted
sign on a post, and with large individual brass letters under the eaves of the
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building simply stating “THE GEORGE”. There are 4 bays with 2-storey semicircular bays windows to either side of the tall segmental arched former
opening to the rear yard for the coaches, now in-filled with glazing and
forming its principal entrance door. The 1st bay to the left has a 32-paned sash
window with a 2-light casement window above and two small gabled dormers
on the edge of the eaves above the 1st two bays. It has a Colleyweston stone
slate roof, a coped gable to the left with an ashlar stack, with another backing
on to the carriage arch; this has a traditional open inglenook fireplace with a
timber bressumer and a stone side screen next to its door entry from the
former open carriage way.
Attached on to its right east gable no. 7 is taller than the inn being of three
storeys and having 2 bays with a projecting stone framed timber shop front to
either side of its central door (a modern alteration from a pair of double doors)
that retains its original Victorian large 6-paned timber windows, with above
two 4-paned sashes with wedge-shaped lintels with keystones, and three
similar but smaller windows to the top floor. Its blue-slate roof has large
double-flued chimney stacks of 18th century character, and it would appear
that the building is Georgian in origin, but was altered in the Victorian period
when its ground-floor front was pushed out to form a shop (The General
Stores) and its central window at the 1st floor was blocked probably by the
shop sign board; it formed part of the hotel accommodation at the time of the
Statutory list published in 1987.
70

3.2.62 No. 9 (Scotch Corner), listed Grade 2: this is an older house of
c.1700 with a lower ridge line than the adjacent properties on either side. It
has a long steeply pitched Colleyweston stone-slate roof with an ashlar
single-flued stack to the right, and three bays of 3-light wooden casement
windows with thin timber lintels. It is set slightly below the road level and has a
white-painted iron-railed fence; its modern wide porch with a shallow pitched
gable painted white is not in-keeping and is a negative feature. Its principal
interest is in the fascinating contrast of height and scale with its neighbours
that adds to the interest of the built-up street scene.
73
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3.2.63 No. 11, listed Grade 2: this is an intriguing house that the listing
suggests is early-18th century, though it bears a date plaque inscribed “AWM/
1794”; it features a Mansard roof and is one of the very few such roofs
observed in the District – this has the roof spilt into two different pitches, a
steeper pitch from the eaves where two gabled dormers sit, with above the
dormers a shallower pitch to the ridge; this was to provide more headroom in
the attic roof space; the profile of its east gable end shows it having
something akin to shoulders with a single-flued ashlar end stack, and a
double-flued ashlar chimney central to the ridge, so it is the profile of this
building that is quite striking.
75

It has only quite small 2-light casements, the stone lintels with keyblocks, in its
wide front elevation that are unbalanced given the length of the building that
provided only two large rooms inadequately lit on the south elevation. The
original doorway close to the centre is now blocked; this would have given a
lobby-entry plan opening against the central chimney for the back-to-back
fireplaces. The building is set below the road behind a stone boundary wall
with some bushes growing over it. After the building is a significant gap
between the next property providing views of the housing estate to the north,
the side drive sloping down-hill to the rear garden that runs down to the
stream behind it; a tall stone wall between the next property was restored in
2008 with curved topped capping.
74

3.2.64 No. 13: this early 19th century 3-bay house with 4-paned sash
windows, the ground floor windows projecting as boxes with lean-to roof, is
one of the few on the street where they have been replaced with white UPVC
glazing, following the original pattern – this has resulted in a loss of character.
It has a stone dwarf wall to its front with metal railings; its gable-end stacks
were repaired in 2008.
3.2.65 No. 15 (Little Cottage), listed Grade 2: is attached on to the no. 13
and is half its size being a low stone late-17th century cottage with a simple 2room plan with 2 bays of 3-light casements and a Tudor-arched doorway to its
right-hand end; the ground floor windows are a sensitive restoration replacing
larger shop windows; the building was a shop in the early 1900s. It has a
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steep and long Colleyweston stone-slate roof with coped gables and its
contrasting small size to its taller neighbours adds to the interest and diversity
of the street scene.

3.2.66 Nos. 17 & 19: here again the different heights of the dwellings add
interest: no. 17 being 1 ½ storey with a pair of gabled dormers on its roof, no.
19 being a full 2 storeys with three 1st floor windows, again all replaced with
white plastic UPVC glazing.

3.2.67 The Woolpack Public House, incorporating no. 21, listed Grade 2:
this is a traditional late-17th century inn with a lower and steeper pitched
Colleyweston roof than its neighbour no. 19. It has two bays of windows with
chamfered surrounds with 20th century casements. Standing in front of it is a
painted sign on a wooden pole. It is entered via a doorway with a traditional
hanging lantern above the door set in the adjacent long lower roofed attached
barn that is otherwise devoid of openings. It has two painted timber sign
boards externally lit, and a satellite dish positioned on the gable end apex of
the barn, where there is a break in the building line that provides access to its
car park on the east side.

3.2.68 No. 23 (The Rosary), listed Grade 2: also known as ‘Rosslyn’, this
early 19th century detached house, dated 1818, is unusual in that it has high
eaves for an attic storey that is unlit on the street side elevation; this has 3
bays with 3-light 2-paned timber casements under long overlapping stone
lintels with keyblocks. Its central door is covered by an open stone porch with
simple pilasters supporting a slightly cambered lintel with a deep highly
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decorative carved shaped parapet decorated in a Classical style with a
stylised anthemion motif. It is set behind a neat stone wall spoiled by the low
modern metal railings on top of it.
79

3.2.69 Nos. 25 & 27: is a pair of stone-built double-fronted early-mid-20th
century semidetached houses attached on to the end of no. 23. The width of
the road permits a green area between the road and path and some tree
planting along its edge. There are three other 20th century houses beyond it
on the edge of the village opposite from the cricket ground with open fields
beyond.
Corby Road (north side, east end)
3.2.70 Introduction: the western end of High Street is mostly solid with
buildings on the north side of the road; these extend in an unbroken fashion
along the Corby Road for some little distance and then terminate just beyond
the small triangular green formed by the junction with the Kettering road from
the south-west that is on the south side of the road. As such this section of
Corby Road is part of the High Street character area, with some housing on
the far western end of the road more logically belonging to the Little Weldon
character area (that will be described later).
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3.2.71 No. 1: tucked away back from the frontage of no. 11 in an L-shaped
courtyard of dwellings. This small 2-room cottage bears an inscribed date
stone recording “T. + M.A. WADE /1895” when an earlier limestone cottage
was re-fenestrated with new 16-paned windows and a door with orange-pink
brick surrounds; a public footpath runs across the front and down the east
side of the building across a wooden foot-bridge over the stream then up hill,
originally towards Chapel Road, but now providing a useful link to the local
school and a children’s playground.
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The cottage has a modern rendered rear extension, but its concrete blockwork boundary wall to the passageway is unattractive and a negative feature
that should be discouraged in a conservation area. A Local Interest Building.
3.2.72 No. 11, listed Grade 2: this is something of a landmark building the
stonework being painted white and having a thatched roof built gable-on to
the road in this prominent position opposite the road junction.
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It is early to mid-18th century, though it may have earlier 17th century origins
having a 3-room plan usually an identifying feature of 17th century farmhouses
and small-paned casement windows with thin wooden lintels of 2 and 3-lights
on different levels indicating changes in floor levels internally. The thatched
roof has a decorative cross-stitched ridge with a straw duck on its crest, and
also cross-stitched around the single low flat-topped eaves dormer; it has a
single ashlar stone stack at a mid-point on the ridge. At right angles to it
forming an L-shape is a 19th century cottage with 2 bays of 20-paned sash
windows, the front painted white. The listing mentions that part of the house
was occupied as a shop with a shop front; this would appear to have been
changed and now forms only a dwelling.
3.2.73 Nos.19 & 21: this is similar to no.11 in being built gable-on to the road
and also having a 3-roomed plan; but this is built in coursed (un-painted)
stone, and now forms two dwellings. Dating from the 17th century no. 19
retains 2 bays of stone 3-light mullioned windows, and its high tabled gable
with stone stack indicates that it almost certainly had a thatched roof
originally, now altered to a concrete tiled roof. No. 21 has 20th century smallpaned casements and a flat-topped dormer on the edge of the roof that
probably prevented it being listed; however, it remains a Local Interest
Building.
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3.2.74 Nos. 23 and 25, listed Grade 2:
Setting: the building is set back from and slightly below the road with a
grassed area to its front, bounded by a group of topiary box trees close to the
house. Separating it off from the public footpath is an old (possibly 18 th or
early 19th century) wrought-iron Estate fence with nail-head finial tops to the
corner and gate-posts. It forms an attractive L-shaped grouping with nos. 19 &
21 immediately adjacent to the east.

Architecture: this is a fine example of a 17th century 2 ½ storey yeoman
farmhouse exhibiting typically a 3-room plan with coped gables and ashlar
end stacks, but forming two dwellings with similar doorways with moulded
stone surrounds and Tudor-arched lintels suggesting that it may originally
have been built as two dwellings; this would make it a very early semidetached house initialled and dated “AG/1654”. It has three 4-light mullioned
window bays, simply glazed with plain 2-paned fixed lights and 20th century
single-paned casements, with a continuous drip-moulding above on both
floors, running across the façade, with the doorways set between the
windows. Each has a flat headed dormer window with cat-slide roof off the
main roof, a Lincolnshire dormer, of unusual construction in that a section of
walling rises through the eaves the right-hand one having the inscribed date
plaque with a cornice over, and with rather unusual timber 4-light dormers
above; a 20th century alteration probably dating from when the roof was
altered to a concrete tile roof; it may originally have been thatched or had a
Colleyweston roof, the later is the most probable given who the owner was. It
has a 19th century lean-to extension attached to the rear.
History: the initials “AG” are almost certainly
those of Arthur Gumbold (1603-1670) a member
of the celebrated stone-mason family that lived in
the village; the date of 1654 is significant in that
his father John Gumbold died the year before in
1653, and is buried in the church yard (his tomb
being listed, see earlier description of setting of
the church). Following his inheritance Arthur either
re-built the family house, or built a new one the
following year, perhaps occupying 2/3rds of the
building for himself and his family – with a double
frontage to the right-hand end with the date plaque above his door, with his
mother occupying the left-hand end in a single bay of the building, a sort of
one-up-one-down 17th century ‘Granny Flat’, that would be equal to her ‘rights
of dower ‘ as a widow, thus explaining the unusual arrangement of two doors
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on the building. It is built in good quality limestone ashlar, probably from the
Gumbold’s own quarries in Weldon; it is recorded that Arthur Gumbold leased
one of the local quarries from Lord Hatton of Kirby Hall (Northhants. Record
Office, Finch-Hatton Papers, 3643). In his will he left “all my workinge tooles
both for hardstone and freestone and my steele two foot rule” to his younger
son Thomas. All the remainder of his “Quarrye tooles plots bookes
compasses moldes” and all his “stone at home and abroad” were bequeathed
to his elder son John (1643-1718), who was required to take his brother
Thomas as an apprentice and to “teach him his trade the which I taught him”
(Peterborough Registry, Archdeaconry of Northampton, Liber Q, folio 73). It
was Arthur’s elder sister Elizabeth Gumbold who had married Humphrey
Frisbey in 1619 a member of the other celebrated stone masonry family, and
built Haunt Hill House in 1643 (see Kettering Road for description) that also
features the unusual Lincolnshire dormers on the roof as this house does,
though they are altered.
3.2.75 No. 27: is set forward from its neighbour and helps to form a U-shaped
enclosure to the front of the important 17th century dwelling described above.
This is a detached 3-bay house of c.1840 built in grey Weldon stone with end
stacks, its window lintels with keyblocks, but its 12-paned timber glazing has
been altered to a top-hinged casement that diminishes its Victorian character.
It has an open gabled timber porch and sits well within its small front stone
walled garden. A Local Interest Building.

3.2.76 No. 29 (Inglenook Cottage) & No.31 (Rope House / Walk), listed
Grade 2:
Setting: this is another very interesting 17th century stone dwelling that also
appears to have formed two houses from the start; no. 29 at the northern end
has a lower roof than no. 31 that it is attached onto being built gable-on to the
road in contrast to nos. 23 & 35 that front the road only a short distance away.
The listing states that it is ‘reputedly 1630’ and Dr Peter Hill confirms that it
has a date stone of 1636; both are built in the high quality local Weldon
limestone. The setting of the building suffers
from being squeezed between adjacent
buildings and their boundary wall providing
only a small garden to the front and south
side of no. 31 that is nearest to the road
bounded by a dwarf stone wall with a modern
metal gate accessing a small off-road parking
area; this will be described first.
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Architecture: No. 31 is a strikingly designed 1 ½-storey building with a 3
window range of 3-light stone mullioned windows
with drip moulds and three similarly detailed stone
gabled dormers rising through the eaves, including
the northern bay at the lower level of no. 29. In the
apex of the dormers are small circular roundels, with
another roundel placed just under the eaves
centrally between the 1st two dormers directly above
the Tudor-arched doorway with sunken spandrels
that opens against the chimney stack giving a lobbyentry to the two room plan with its symmetrical
elevation.

It has high tabled gable ends with coping and ball
finials to the apex with base stones for finials on the
kneelers as well, but these are missing. At the rear
is a central wide projecting gable with a ball finial
and two roundels either side a raised craved shield
and a diamond shaped opening in the apex; perhaps
an allusion to the Holy Trinity. The most impressive
feature of the building when seen from a slight
distance is the large square central ashlar chimney
stack of 4 coupled flues separated by arched open
slits, with a moulded band and a cornice; sadly its
original roof has been replaced by a blue-slate roof.

No. 29 at the lower level is defined by the coping stone on the roof that
excludes the 3rd dormer that is part of no. 31. This has 3 window bays its
original windows all replaced with white-plastic UPVC glazing, and with a
lean-to extension its concrete pantile roof running up to just under the 1st floor
windows.

It appears from the thin coursed stonework that this end of the building may
pre-date the building to the south, this end then being used for secondary
service needs. The listing states that the interior of no. 29 “has an open
fireplace with bressumer”, and that the interior of no. 31 is “said to have 17th
century moulded details”, which would appear to be quite likely.
History: the stone masonry is well executed and being close to Arthur
Gumbold’s house it seems likely that he or his father may have built it, the
listing records “said to have been built by the stone masons working at Kirby
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Hall”; it remains a quite extraordinary building even if its history is obscured.
The name of ‘Rope House’ for no. 29 is because it was the home of a former
rope makers; its narrow entrance off the Corby Road would appear to have
been the ‘Rope Walk’ where the ropes were stretched being fixed along the
length of the wall.
3.2.77 No. 33 (Tiverton House): standing quite close to no. 29 this could not
be more different, being a small detached brick house with end stacks its
symmetrical front of 3 bays, the windows and central door having stone lintels,
with a central plaque above the door recording the name of the house and the
date 1900. It has a brick front boundary wall with a cast-iron gate of unusual
design. This is the last house for some distance on the Corby Road and has
an attractive small garden immediately adjacent to open fields.

Character Area No. 4: Little Weldon hamlet, the area to the north of High
Street
The approach from the south off High Street
3.2.78 Introduction: Bridge Street, once known as ‘Taylor’s Hill’ runs off
between the junctions of High Street with the Stamford Road, directly opposite
from Church Walk and the junction with the Oundle Road; originally it was a
very narrow street that was widened in the 2nd half of the 20th century by
demolishing no. 33 High Street, and the 17th century King’s Arms public house
in 1962, originally The Talbot and dated 1692, on the opposite side of the
road to permit easier vehicular access. The inn was re-built further back from
the road in a Jacobean style with stone mullioned windows and a large car
park. In due course that inn was demolished in 2000 to make way for a
housing development absorbing all its former car park and the south side of
the High Street. Bridge Street forms a loop with Chapel Road running back to
the Corby Road up Water Lane, the main settlement of Little Weldon
occupying Chapel Road that runs east to west being set on a ridge originally
with fields below running down to the stream. Some fields are still discernible
especially to either side of an ancient footpath that runs down hill north to
south, down the east side of no. 42 Chapel Lane, and crosses the stream
over a timber bridge and then continues up hill to the Corby Road. A large
section of the fields have been swallowed up by post-war council housing on
Deenside (c.1950) to the east of Bridge Street and by Rose Avenue and the
local Weldon C. of E. School to the west, built during the later half of the 20th
century; these areas were excluded from the original CA boundary and will
remain as such.
115
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However, this makes a hole in the CA with the central part of Bridge Street not
in the CA; this will be resolved by including the road itself, and its footpath
edges, in the CA to act as a link to the upper part of the CA that includes Little
Weldon.
Bridge Street
3.2.79 Roman Close: is a small late-20th century private housing
development built in a former field below Deenside, with a car park on its
south side next to the stream that is crossed by a small bridge providing
access to the rear car park of the George Hotel that is enclosed behind a high
limestone wall. The grassed areas and mature trees on the edge of the
stream add to the quality of the area and as such this modest development
will remain within the CA boundary.
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3.2.80 Dibbin Close: there are several attractive trees and bushes on the
west side of the road on the approach to Dibbin Close that runs off to the
west. This is an interesting and successful private housing development that
includes some new build in natural limestone with the conversion of the
former farm buildings adjacent to the Home Farm (No. 2 Chapel Road). The
combination of 2-storey fronts with 1 ½ -storey rear out-shuts with clapperboarded gabled dormers on their roof and dark-stained timber casement
windows with wooden lintels works particularly well following local vernacular
practice. The landscaping with some stone sets at the entrance and gravel
drives with timber 5-bar farm gates and some careful landscaping with
specimen trees and bushes, now matured since its creation in the early
1980s, is quite attractive and adds to the character of the CA.
120

To the north of the development the road has a wide grassed bank to a
gravelled path on the edge of the tarmac road; the rear of the fine 17th century
Home Farmhouse with its tall gabled stair-turret, looking like a storied porch,
is visible from the road; it is set behind a high stone boundary wall that is
backed by mature trees and tall hedges. Its prominently sited east gable with
a 3-light stone mullioned window at the 1st floor, and ashlar end stack, is built
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directly on to the edge of the road close to the 90 degree bend to the left
(west) at the commencement of Chapel Road.

At the top of the Bridge Street set back behind no. 1 is a long 1 ½-storey
house ‘Ironworks Cottage’ with gabled dormers that after the war was used by
the St John’s Ambulance Association as a meeting hall; it has a long garden
with colourful planting along the edge of the drive up to it that adds to the CA.
To the east of it is another 20th century stone-built bungalow ‘Manor Field’ that
is mostly hidden behind its dense tree and hedge boundary occupying the top
north-east corner of the CA boundary.
Chapel Road (south side, west end)
3.2.81 No. 2 (Home Farmhouse), listed Grade 2:
also known as ‘The Old Farmhouse’, this fine late17th century farmhouse is mostly hidden behind a
dense hedge, on the northern boundary of the
road, with another hedge that unusually has grown
up the face of the building itself, much like a
trimmed beard obscuring some of its architectural
detail on the face of the building.
A central path leads though its overgrown gardencum-orchard, with apple trees, to a central plank
door with wooden lintel, and with a single
casement window above (slightly to the left) that also has a wooden lintel and
leaded lights; these would appear to be 18th century insertions into the earlier
17th century fabric that features typical stone chamfered mullioned windows of
3-lights each with hood-moulds with straight-returns; there is a large off-set
buttress to the right of the door. It is a quite large tall and long building, being
2 ½-storeys; the listing states it has a ‘4-unit plan’. When viewed externally its
interior spaces are defined by the two stone single-flued chimney stacks set
on its ridge, these sub-divide the building into
three rooms, also having single-flued gable-end
stacks, this suggests that some of the 1st floor
rooms also have fireplaces. It would appear
then that the house has a typical 3-room plan,
possibly divided by a cross passage with a
winder stair at its end in the impressive 2 ½storey gabled stair turret, that looks much like a
storied porch from the road side approach, that
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is built on to the south facing rear; this has a sundial above its attic level
window set in the apex of its coped gable. The gable ends too have coping on
kneelers the moulding carrying across the chimney stack – a feature typical of
the late-17th century, and also found on early 18th century buildings as well.
The south-facing rear has four 3-light stone mullioned windows similar to the
north front. The listing notes that the interior contains ‘panelled doors, open
fireplaces with bressumers, spine beams, winder stair and room to far left has
17th century fireplace with 4-centred head’ (a Tudor-arch). It is likely that the
fields below it were part of its land, whereas the 17th century stone farmhouse
opposite from it would have had fields running behind it to the north. The two
buildings facing one another on either side of the road form a distinguished
entry point to Chapel Road that originally was simply called ‘Little Weldon’.
3.2.82 No. 4, listed Grade 2: is a small 2-room 1 ½-storey early 18th century
cottage built gable-on to the street with coped gables with single stacks and 2
bays of windows on its west side with a lean-to against its prominent north
gable; it has low flat-topped dormers rising through the eaves of its concrete
tiled roof to each side. It is recorded that this cottage was occupied by a
blacksmith; the lean-to may have contained his smithy, though it is also
recorded that there once was a blacksmith’s shop on the north-eastern edge
of The Green that has since been demolished, he may have used this as his
workshop; most villages only had one blacksmith.
3.2.84 No. 6 (Lorraine House): is a 3-bay symmetrical Edwardian red-brick
house with gable-end stacks its road-side front with central door and stairwindow above featuring a colourful stained-glass panel of a peacock, with to
either side stone canted bay windows (painted white) with 4-paned sashes
above that have wedge-shaped stone lintels and projecting sills. It has a long
single-storey range attached on to its rear its garden hidden behind a new
wooden plank fence forming a screen to the new access road to a new small
development of stone houses nearing completion in August 2008. They
feature 2- and 3-light 2-paned casements with ‘Art-stone’ lintels and sills that
follow local practice sitting happily within the CA. Close by is another
development on the other side of the lane that is faced with artificial stone. A
Local Interest Building
3.2.85 Nos. 8 & 10: an older 18th century stone house refenestrated with
dark-stained timber windows to form two cottages. The new artificial stone
housing development referred to above is accessed down its west side.

3.2.86 Shoulder of Mutton Public House: following the same building line
as no. 10 it is set back from the road with a large car park to its front. This is
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an attractive purpose built public house dated 1937 in stone built in a
Jacobean Vernacular Revival style with a central hall and cross-wing’s plan
with good stone detailing, the wings with coped gables and 3-light mullionedand-transom windows, the hall with an ashlar framed doorway (altered to a
window) to its centre. Single-storey wings but with rooms in its roof lit by a 5light dormer on the hall roof; sadly unoccupied in August 2008; it remains a
Local Interest Building and any efforts to demolish it should be strongly
resisted; it adds much interest to the CA and is well constructed. To the right
of the pub a long footpath runs down hill through the later housing estate to a
foot bridge across the stream and on to the Corby Road that runs between no.
1 High Street and no. 1 Corby Road. Directly opposite on the south side of the
road where the path comes out, the route continued to the south-west, where
originally two footpaths divided, one toward the church via another footbridge
across the Willow Brook that is still there, the other path linking to Church
Walk has been lost in the Church View housing development; such paths are
known locally as a ‘jetty’ and are a particular feature of Weldon’s landscape.

Chapel Road (north side, west end)
3.2.87 No. 1 (Bunny Cottage), listed Grade 2: this is a fine early-to-mid 18th
century stone-built farmhouse best seen when approaching the bend in the
road at the top of Bridge Street with its prominent east gable having a doubleflued ashlar chimney stack and coped gables, the west gable with high tabling
suggesting that it may have been thatched originally; its roof has been
replaced with 20th century plain tiles.

It exhibits a 3-room plan with three bays of 2-light windows with wooden
lintels, the glazing sadly altered to white plastic UPVC with top hinged
casement; this is surprising given that it is a listed building. However, it retains
two original hipped dormers with small-paned fixed light and casement set on
its front roof pitch. It is set back from the road with a small garden to its front
that continues around its east side, bounded by a rubble stone wall to the
road.
3.2.88 No. 1A: this is a small gable-fronted late-20th century conversion of a
garage/outbuilding down the side of no. 1 to a
dwelling.

3.2.89 Nos. 3 & 5 (Pell Cottage), listed
Grade 2: this is an interesting building that
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evolved from a 17th century house with a new rebuilt symmetrical stone
frontage in the early 19th century with coped gables with end stacks, and a
central 6-panelled door with over-light flanked by 20-paned box-sashes to
each floor, the lintels with keyblocks; the façade is mostly obscured by
Virginia Creeper. It has a rear range at right-angles to the front forming an Lshape, this is roofed with Colleyweston slates, this rear wing enclosing a
hidden garden. Interior: it retains an inglenook fireplace with a timber
bressumer in one room, but most of the interior has Regency decoration to
the architraves and stair-case.

3.2.90 No. 7: set back against the rear wing of no. 5, this simple small stone
house has quoined angles to its west front and a 3-bay façade with 3-light
windows and brick gable-end stacks; probably late-18th century; in the
coursed of being re-furbished in 2008. A Local Interest Building.
3.2.91 Nos. 9 & 11: a pair of semi-detached cottages c. 1800, no. 9 mostly
intact with a single bay of 3-light windows with thin wooden lintels, whereas
no. 11 has been refurbished with hardwood dark-stained windows. 20th
century maps identify this building or an adjacent out building as a ‘Bakery’ so
it may have been refenestrated from a bread shop. It is set back from the road
with a fine coursed rubble stone front boundary wall with vertically bedded top
stones.
3.2.92 No. 11A (The Old Bakehouse): this is a new house built in coursed
local stone with an external chimney to its west gable and a small front-facing
gable at its east end. It has a well constructed front stone boundary wall with
flat-topped coping.
Chapel Road (north side, central section)
3.2.93 No. 13: a simple 3-bay symmetrical small stone house of c.1800 with
quoins and a hipped slate roof; its windows replaced with UPVC double
glazed units; it is bounded by a low stone wall to its front. To its left west side
is a single-storey gable-fronted outbuilding built directly on to the edge of the
road. This diversity of scale, shape and position adds interest to the CA.

3.2.94 No. 15A: is a relatively new house
built in an orange-coloured brick with a
Classical styled white-painted triangular
pedimented portico that may be seen as
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inappropriate for this conservation area. A large section of the old front
boundary wall has been totally removed leaving it largely open to view from
the road; it would have been less obtrusive if it had a smaller opening in the
boundary wall with a splayed curved entrance and a timber 5-bar gate set
back enclosing the front yard that is paved with pink and grey tegula paving.
3.2.95 No. 17A: this is also a new house built in 2002 that is completely
different than its neighbour no. 15A. It is built in local stone following a local
vernacular style of architecture in a highly successful manner, with an Lshaped range formed by a large tall 2 ½-storey wide ‘wing’ gable-on to the
road with an arrangement of two 2-light stone chamfered mullioned windows
to the ground floor, with a single 2-light window
above, and a single chamfered-light to the apex
of the coped gable that has shaped kneelers.
Its east side return has similar windows to the
1st floor above two garage doors with stone
lintels, with some rooflights on the blue-slate
roof. Attached at right-angles is a lower roofed
1 ½-storey ‘cottage’ with gable end stack, 2
bays of 2-light windows and the entrance door
set back, with one the roof 2 hipped dormers with2-light, 2-paned casements.
Here the opening in the wall is not as large and the yard is covered with a
single coloured material. It stands well and complements the CA and does not
damage the setting of the listed building immediately to its east.
3.2.96 No. 17 (Hunter’s Manor), listed Grade 2:
this is a prominently sited fine Georgian
farmhouse built on to the edge of the road, but
with a plinth to its base that necessitates 3 steps
up to its off-centre front door that has an applied
20th century pedimented pilaster surround. It is
built in stone with the fine smooth faced ashlar to
its front and thin coursed stone to its gable ends
that have high tabled coped gables with
elaborately moulded carved kneelers and paired
ashlar chimney stacks with cornice. It has 4 bays of
windows with modern UPVC double glazing,
carefully following the pattern of the original smallpane glazed casements, thus retaining the rhythm of
the original windows but with some regrettable loss
of character. The Colleyweston stone slate roof has
3 equally positioned hip-ended dormers that retain
small-paned timber casements. It has a depth of
bushes and creeper to the front that some what
obscures the building.
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Chapel Road (south side, central section)
3.2.97 No. 14, listed Grade 2: detached house with white-painted stonework
and thatched roof shaped over 3 eye-brow eaves dormers with 3-light
casements under thin wooden lintels to ground floor to either side of the
central doorway; gable-end stacks to open fireplaces with bressumers. The
listing states that it retains its original roof structure, and is said to have been
at one time a public house.

3.2.98 No. 18: a stone house of c. 1800 with coped gable built gable-on to the
road in the centre of which is a former arched doorway, now a window, with 2
brick segmental-arched windows above; also set in the wall a red-painted
post-box.
3.2.99 Nos. 20, 22, 22A, 24 & 24A: this is a uniquely interesting 3-storey
Victorian brick and stone house initialled and dated “C.L. 1865” now
subdivided into a separate house (no.20) its entrance in the gable end on to
the road, and 4 flats entered via the principal entrance on the west side. This
has stone quoins and ashlar lintel bands to each floor, with thinner stone
lintels bands, but with projecting sills under the windows that are painted
white. It has 4 bays of 4-paned sash windows with 6-paned sashes to the top
floor; the door is set between the 3rd and 4th bays and has a white-painted
surround and arched windows above to each floor of diminishing sizes. It has
coped gables with brick end stacks and one other to its concrete tiled roof; its
rear wall is rendered and painted white. The building is very attractive and is a
Local Interest Building of special interest in retaining its original glazing to all
its windows on the front façade that faces sideways towards the entrance
drive to Weldon School that has a grassy verge; the school is not of interest
being a modern utilitarian building as such was excluded from the CA.

3.2.100 Nos. 26 & 30: they stand opposite from nos. 22-24 behind a stone
boundary wall to the school drive that has a wooden bench on the grassy
edge of the road. These are two houses joined end to end, one stone and the
other white-painted render; not of special interest, but the west face of no. 30
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nearest to the road has a mix of window types: 3-light 2-paned casement to
the left of the door with a 4-paned sash to the right, all with long stone lintels.
3.2.101 No. 36: this small house built in the local grey Weldon stone with its
back to the road was originally the Manse to the adjacent chapel, for the
Minister to live in, and is probably of the same date, c. 1792. Its front faces
south and has quoined angles, and gable stacks with cornice, and a
symmetrical 3-bay elevation its windows and door lintels with raised
keyblocks, with above the central door a sundial with moulded cornice; sadly
all its windows have been replaced with UPVC
white-plastic windows with a half-top hung
casement that looks incongruous in this
Georgian façade, and may well be why the
building is not listed on the last review of
Weldon in 1987. However, it still remains a
Local Interest Building and is within the
curtilage of the listed chapel. An engraving of
1957 shows the building with a thatched roof.
3.2.102 Weldon Congregational Church and attached School Room,
listed Grade 2: the same engraving referred to
above shows the lower roofed single-storey School
Room and Vestry (mid-19th century addition) built on
to the north gable of the taller chapel (of c.1792)
amid open fields. They are built in the same Weldon
limestone ashlar as the Manse with Colleyweston
slate roofs, both featuring semicircular-arched
windows and doorways with keystones and one
window with Gothic ‘Y’-tracery timber glazing bars
(renewed); altered on the double windows of the
chapel facing south over its burial ground.

Interior: is of special interest in retaining a
largely unaltered interior with a Gallery
(added in 1808) at the north end with timber
panelled front supported on two columns.
At the top of the stairs is an original elm pew
much like a settle with shaped arms at the
end. The pews in the body of the chapel are
th
19 century pitch pine. It has a fine central pulpit set between the two front
windows approached by a short flight of balustraded steps. The interior is
quietly dignified and has a few wall monuments and a double rail at the back
for hanging coats and hats reminiscent of the Shaker tradition where they
similarly had rails to hang things on even chairs. It has an attractive setting
within the stone-walled enclosure of its Burial Ground where there is an
interesting mix of standing stones of all periods with finely carved decoration.
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Summary: This building adds considerable charm to the CA and provides it
with a historical element in that the community of Little Weldon was served by
a Non-conformist Congregational Chapel traditionally associated with the
working artisan, farmers, and independently minded men (and women);
whereas Great Weldon is served by the Parish Church of the established
Church of England that in the Georgian and Victorian eras was strongly
associated with the landed gentry, wealthy tradesmen, their servants and
tenants; this is reflected in the make-up of the houses of the two areas, with
the heavily populated High street and Stamford Road sitting between the two
areas where the residents could easily attend either denomination.
3.2.103 Footpath off Chapel Road: not far distant
from the chapel is a significant footpath that runs
down hill to the south that is of ancient character with
a wide unmade path bounded by mature dense
bushes and smaller trees that help to re-enforce the
rural character of the CA; the path is immediately
adjacent to no 42. that has a wooden paled fence to
its boundary while still permitting a view of its upper
floor on its south front where the windows are mostly
altered, except for one at the western end that is a 6paned window.

3.2.104 No. 42: is a quite long farmhouse built parallel to the road built of the
local limestone, but with a concrete pantile roof. Its north elevation facing
towards the road preserves several 2-light casements with thin wooden lintels,
and with unusual 3-light timber transom windows to the 1st floor that are
painted an attractive light green colour. Much of the elevation is obscured by a
straggle of tall misshapen bushes that once may have been attractively
shaped topiary trees. There are two ashlar stacks suggestive of an early 18th
century date for the building. It remains a Local Interest Building.
3.2.105 No. 46, listed Grade 2: this is a similarly large farmhouse that
formerly was three dwellings, the only difference between this and no. 42 is
that this retains its thatched roof that makes a significant difference to the
presentation of the building and as such was listed. It dates from the late-17th
century and retains a single 2-light stone mullioned window; most are 20th
century casements under wooden lintels. It is single-storey with attics, lit by
two eye-brow dormers on the eaves. The original 2-cell house is defined by
the formerly gabled ashlar single-flued stacks on its ridge with extensions to
either end; that to the west being lower roofed with concrete tiles and with a
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garage door on its north side with a beamed lintel, and a window in the gable
end to light the attic space. The listing tells us that the interior ‘has two open
fireplaces with bressumers, stop chamfered spine beams and remains of
original roof structure’. The building is largely obscured by trees on its road
side boundary and bushes close to the house with a gravel drive between.

Chapel Road (north side, western section)
3.2.106 Introduction: directly opposite from no. 42 and 46 the Gretton Road
runs north off Chapel Road with on the corner of the road junction an
attractive stone development being no. 4 Gretton Road also called ‘Branson
Mews’ built c.2003. This is a group of two or so large interconnected stone
built houses with wedge-shaped Art-stone lintels above the 2- and 3-light
white casement windows with projecting gables and lean-to roofed projecting
bay windows on the ground floor; it is a combination of single-bed (on the
ground floor) and 2-bed (on the 1st floor) apartments that takes account of the
local vernacular style of architecture, being bounded by a rubble stone wall
with vertical cap stones bedded in mortar; behind it to the north is a long
range of farm buildings also included in the CA.
3.2.107 No. 35 (Carnforth Cottage): the CA excludes the four semi-detached
houses that continue on the west side of Gretton Road. No. 35 is an older 18 th
century 3-room plan farmhouse, originally thatched as shown by the shape of
the later infilling stonework around the 1st floor windows that are set just under
the eaves. It has windows with wooden lintels but with altered glazing and
early 20th century brick chimney stacks to its gables.

3.2.108 No. 37 (Hazelreem), listed Grade 2: this is a late-17th century 2room plan farmhouse built of coursed rubble with some stone mullioned
windows, but either rebuilt in regularly larger coursed stone at the west end,
or extended in the dearly 18th century its windows with wooden lintels; cope
gables with ashlar stacks with cornices. To its side is a gable-fronted 1 ½storey early 18th century out-building, separately listed Grade 2, with a 2-light
window with thin wooden lintel to its attic set in the gable; the building is
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suffering some structural movement with vertical cracks visible on its gable
wall. Inside it is recorded as having ‘an open fireplace with bressumer and
ceiling beams’; clearly of special purpose it may have been a detached
kitchen to an earlier farmhouse. This side of the road has a number of
interesting older houses forming a significant group.

3.2.109 No. 41, listed Grade 2: this late-17th century dwelling has only half a
thatched roof, no. 43 possibly part of the original house having a concrete
tiled roof with mostly altered windows (not listed). The listing suggests that no.
41 was a single-cell cottage that has two stone mullioned windows with drip
moulds at the ground floor, with 19th century casements under eye-brow
dormers to the attic above. Lobby-entry plan against the gable chimney stack
at the east end, the gable coped with high tabling to accommodate the thatch,
and a stone chimney stack.

3.2.110 Nos. 45 to 49: dormer bungalow next to a white painted rendered
house, not of special interest.
3.2.112 Nos. 51 & 53: these run off the road to the west following the
alignment of the stream to the south and are stone houses of uncertain date
with altered windows but with 3-room plans. There is an extensive garden
beyond no. 53, which was being renovated in 2008, with a significant area of
open green space to the north up to Larratt Road.
Chapel Road (south side, western section)
3.2.113 The Old Barn, on corner of junction with Dash Farm Close: this
former stone-built farm building that has had its roof raised to accommodate a
2nd storey when it was converted to a dwelling in recent years; its north front is
re-fenestrated with new UPVC 4- and 3-light windows; its west gable shows
the original steeper pitched roof.
3.2.114 No. 52 (Dash Farmhouse): this is
quite a big 3-room plan farmhouse with a
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single-cell addition built on to its north gable end. Its front elevation is totally
obscured behind Virginia creeper. Its main point of interest is its pair of tall
corniced chimney stacks to the roof ridge suggestive of a late-17th century
date. A Local Interest Building.
3.2.115 Dash Farm Close: this is a late-20th
century housing development of 2 colour brick
detached houses that follow a vernacular style
of architecture featuring gables and 3-light
casement windows and box bays with lean-to
roofs. They are set at oblique angles to each
other ranged along a curving road that runs
downhill within former open fields down to the
stream at the bottom of the valley.
3.2.116 No. 54: this is a small 2-room house with 2-light windows and
exceptionally tall ashlar corniced gable chimney stacks suggestive of a c.1700
date; it has an overlarge white-painted gabled porch.
3.2.117 Nos. 62 & 66: a pair of Victorian brick and ashlar stone semidetached houses initialled and dated “TKS 1864” similar to nos. 22 & 24, with
quoins and a plat band and segmental arched windows with altered glazing;
they have attractive gardens. A little further along on the bend in the road to
the west is a derelict stone barn with tall central cart-entry with wooden lintel
with wide window openings to either side under the eaves; it has a corrugate
tin roof and the remains of domestic flues on its west gable end. Beyond the
bend the road crosses the stream and becomes Water Lane.

Water Lane
3.2.118 The Willows: is a large late-20th century detached house on the east
side of the road set in generous grounds with trees to its road side boundary
that has a good stone wall and is hidden by trees and bushes along its drive
with a splayed entrance to the road.
3.2.119 No. 4: on the opposite side of the road set in large well tended
grounds that run down hill to the stream is this large early-21st century
detached executive stone-built house of slightly eccentric design with the
principal elevation being on the rear with a 1 ½ storey lean-to broken by a
gabled dormer with balcony, and a semi-octagonal tower partly sitting on the
roof of a rear wing that breaks forward that has a simplified Venetian window
in its gable end. Its saving grace is the quality of its materials being built in
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coursed local stone well laid, with a blue-slate roof, and its landscaped setting
of former allotment gardens.

3.2.120 No. 2 (Primrose Cottage): the last house to the south west in the CA
is set well back from the road behind mature trees and hedges with only
glimpses of its front visible down its path and side drive to its garage. This is a
mid 18th century 2-cell house with central chimney stack for back-to-back
fireplaces to its blue-slate roof, the front lit by 3-light 2-paned casement
windows with thin timber lintels, and a wooden garage door at the south left
end; it is secluded with an attractive garden. A Local Interest Building.

3.2.121 No.1: by contrast with its neighbour (no.2) opposite is an
undistinguished suburban bungalow with a hipped roof set back from the road
behind its high stone boundary wall that follows a curving alignment with
vertically bedded top stones.
Corby Road (north side, west end):
Starting at the west end nearest to Water Lane working in an easterly
direction.
3.2.123 Nos. 97 to 103: this is an undistinguished terraced block of four brick
houses partly rendered.
3.2.124 Nos. 89 to 95: a block of four terraced brick houses more complete
than the previous one with a date plaque recording ‘1905’.
3.2.125 Nos. 85 & 87: a handed pair of semidetached houses with stone fronts and brick
sides and rear, the front with segmental arched
doorways and windows. The front boundary
wall has been removed and the gardens
gravelled to permit off-street parking; this
damages the setting of the houses and is an
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undesirable development that should be discouraged.

3.2.126 Nos. 81 & 83: this is a similar pair of
stone-fronted semi’s with contrasting yellow
brick detailing around the windows and paired
doorways that have carved stone plaques
above the doors with the name of the cottages
- ‘Hawthorne’ and ‘Mayfield’ with another set
between at the 1st floor bearing the date
‘AD/1906’; the front wall has been removed in
front of one of them to permit parking.
3.2.127 No. 77: is a similar former pair, now one, with brick lower storey and
rendered and pebble-dashed upper storey with brick window surrounds and
with three shield plaques, the outer ones
blind, the middle dated ‘AD/1907’. This group
of houses appear to have been built
incrementally year on year from 1905 to 1907
possibly by a small property developer who
would live in the first house and then lease
them as they were finished; they form an
interesting group of workers’ housing.
3.2.128 No. 75A: set back from the road it is cross-shaped built of stone with
18th century style chimney stacks, probably Edwardian c. 1900; accessed via
a drive with electric double gates.
3.2.129 No. 75 (Butterthwaite House): a
small double-fronted stone-built house with
canted bay windows, end gable stacks, and
a central archway with recessed doorway,
the arch semi-circular and rusticated with
impost band and raised voussoirs, dated
1907; set behind a well constructed brick
wall with entrance and end square pillars;
the last of the Edwardian houses built on
the road.
Immediately adjacent but set back is a pair of typical 1960s gable-fronted
houses (nos. 71 & 73); then an undistinguished row of three late-20th century
stone houses (nos. 65-67). Further along Gander Close is a cul-de-sac of
early 21st century houses and apartments built in brick being of 2 ½ storeys
with paired attic dormers to their steeply pitched roofs; it is largely hidden by
the fine avenue of trees that run down the north side of the road towards High
Street.
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4

Assessing special interest

4.1

Location and setting

4.1.1 The Borough of Corby lies within the north-eastern area of
Northamptonshire and is approximately 20 miles from the centres of
Northampton, Leicester and Peterborough. Bounded by the Welland Valley
that defines its northern border, substantial pockets of the ancient
Rockingham Forest still survive and are visible in and around Weldon. Corby
Borough incorporates seven rural villages that, as the Local Plan stated (in
paragraph 7.1), form “a sharp contrast between the modern environment of
Corby Town and the traditional character of the villages”. Weldon is one of the
seven villages and lies just 2 miles to the east of Corby Old Village, now bypassed by the traffic heading for the M1 and Stamford with a dualcarriageway built on its northern side that has relieved the High Street from a
lot of through traffic. However, the main road to Oundle runs through the
middle of the village via a roundabout on the by-pass at the eastern edge of
the village; the older Corby Road off the roundabout at the junction of the
dual-carriage way to the west of the village is shorter, but has speed-bumps to
discourage its use by through traffic. Weldon was one of the villages where a
village confines map was produced in the Local Plan (referred to in the
introduction) that has been carried forward in the LDF Corby Borough Site
Specific Proposals Preferred Options (May 2006, fig. 3.6) that identifies
existing housing allocation sites that reflect the growth agenda.
4.1.2 The village like Corby lies on a Boulder Clay plateau cut by two streams
draining east and north-east, which influenced the area of settlement, with the
Corby Road that runs into the High Street that becomes the Stamford Road,
being set between and above the two streams and running roughly parallel to
them. The place name ‘Weldon, Great & Little’ means “hill with a spring or by
a stream” (Ekwall, E,1960, p.504). The northern stream below Little Weldon
runs into the southern stream, the Willow Brook, just beyond the settlement to
the east shown on the map of 1585 as joining into one stream adjacent to an
area identified as “the moore”. On the south and western boundary of Great
Weldon, developed to the south of the Willow Brook, are old stone quarries
where a significant outcrop of limestone has been quarried since earliest
times, with records of quarrying in Norman times for the building of
Rockingham Castle. The geology of Weldon and Corby are similar being on
limestone and marl, the Upper Estuarine Series (17 ft to 45 ft deep) that is
part of the Great Oolite Series known as the Lincolnshire Limestone. The pale
limestone from Weldon is Northamptonshire’s best-known building stone; a
freestone suitable for both ashlar and carving, and remarkably resistant to the
damage from the English weather. Used from earliest times, possibly even by
the Romans who established a small settlement here, the earliest records of
the use of Weldon Stone are for building the large gatehouse at Rockingham
Castle in 1275. It was also used with Stanion Stone for building the Eleanor
Cross at Geddington c.1295. The story and prosperity of Weldon is
interlinked with its successful quarries that produced fine stone that was
popular throughout the Middle Ages in northern Northamptonshire. It was
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used in particular for the fine intricate Gothic tracery of church windows, and
for the many spires and towers, such as the fine Perpendicular tower on the
church at Tichmarsh with its several pinnacles, some 12 or so miles away
near Thrapston. It was also used further afield in Cambridge at various
colleges, particularly Kings, and the Cambridge Parish Church in the 16th and
17th centuries bringing fame to the local team of masons the Grumbolds and
Frisbys who were Master Masons here in Weldon.
General character and plan form
4.1.3 The Conservation Area includes all of the original older village buildings
in the separate hamlets of Great Weldon to the south, and Little Weldon to the
north, with High Street set between the two on level ground where a triangular
village green was formed by the junction of three roads. Little Weldon was
once quite separate built on higher ground to the north originally with long
narrow fields of ancient origin shown on the earliest map of Weldon date
1585, running down hill to the stream to the south; some of the fields survived
through to the mid-19th century as shown on the 1st Edition O.S. map of
c.1850; however, mid-20th century and later housing estates have swallowed
up the earlier field system and formed a suburban link to the High Street,
these have been excluded from the conservation area. The stream is crossed
by small footbridges for ancient footpaths that still link the different parts of the
settlement together. The road lay-out of Little Weldon forms a loop to the
north of Corby Road and High Street with the earliest buildings built on both
sides of Chapel Road, originally called ‘Little Weldon’ before the old road to
Gretton runs off to the north; this link has now been lost because of the bypass road, and Larrat Road runs through to the round-about at the junction
with the dual carriageway from Corby.
4.1.4 Great Weldon is centred on Church Street that runs across between the
Kettering Road and Oundle Road, and on the Parish Church that helps to give
it the character of a small independent village with some 17th century houses,
some with thatched roofs, and larger Georgian dwellings with sashed
windows, but no facilities such as shops or inns. The street roughly follows the
alignment of the Willow Brook to the north. On a bend about half way along
the street is the Parish Church its lantern tower acting as a focal point; it has
an atractive church yard with an interesting mix of memorials, both ledger
stones, table tombs and standing slabs. A path runs through the church and
around its west side continuing across a raised causeway called Church Walk
that runs through a dense pocket of woodland before opening out as it
crosses the stream over a small stone bridge; it then continues northwards
forming a footpath link to the High Street and to Little Weldon via Bridge
Street that is in-line with it.
Landscape setting
4.1.5 When approached from the south-west, from Kettering and Stanion,
down the Stamford Road, a strong rural character is exhibited, the road
bounded by tall dense hedges on both sides with open fields behind
surrounding the southern part of the settlement, with an access road on the
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left-hand side to Weldon Stone Quarry. Further along the road Haunt Hill
House is set in a lonely isolated position with mature trees up to its edge.

After passing the house the road dips down-hill over a bridge on its approach
to the central part of Weldon, where only open green spaces survive with few
trees.
4.1.6 The north-eastern approach from the by-pass roundabout provides a
largely open setting with the Cricket Ground on the left-hand side and fields
on the right before the housing development begins. Church Street is set amid
an open landscape to the south with mature woodland to the northern
boundary of the church yard and along the south side of the Willow Brook. At
the eastern end more trees fringe an open field close to East Bridge. The
Manor House fronting the Oundle Road is also isolated set within its own
grounds with farm-land to its south-east and tall mature trees along the
streams edge screening the rest of Weldon from view.
4.1.7 To the north of High Street the small hamlet of Little Weldon is set on
the top of a hill, once separate with its long strip fields below it, but now
absorbed within housing estates to the north and south of it that have
diminished its rural setting.

4.2

Historic development and archaeology

Origins and historic development of the area
4.2.1 Earliest Origins: The ‘Heritage Strategy for Corby Borough’ (2006)
suggests that “early settlement in the Corby area probably began in the
Bronze Age, and had developed significantly by the Iron Age, by which time
the area was being farmed and exploited for its natural mineral resources.
Just one mile south of Weldon a number of fragmentary Bronze Age burials
were revealed during ironstone quarrying at Cowthwick (NGR: SP 922886)
and was considered important enough to merit a full-scale excavation in 1970,
resulting in detailed and illustrated scholarly papers published in
Northamptonshire Archaeology: Vol. 9, 1974. The discoveries included some
Iron Age shards and a number of Bronze Age inhumations (burials with
surviving skeletons) and cremation remains (burnt bones) in collard urns, with
some complete pot survivals. Earlier in the 20th century other smaller cinerary
urns were found nearer to Weldon, including an incense cup now in
Northampton Museum. The finds indicated the existence of a cemetery; it was
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estimated that “the minimum diameter for a barrow or cairn large enough to
accommodate all the burials found during the excavation could not have been
less than about 15 metres” (Jackson, D.A. ‘Bronze Age Burials at Weldon,
Northamptonshire’, p.10 in the above publication). This demonstrates that a
significant Bronze Age settlement was centered on the southern borders of
Great Weldon.
4.2.2 1st to 3rd Century AD: When the Romans arrived they built a road linking
Leicester with the Roman town at Huntingdon which passed through what is
now modern Corby. Another ancient road, Jurassic Way, crosses the Roman
road between Kingswood and Cottingham. These roads were probably a
focus for settlement, possibly a small Roman town. In the 18th century a
Roman villa (4th century), with mosaic pavement and coins was discovered in
1738 some 150 yards north of Willow Brook in Weldon in Old Chapel Field,
and was excavated at that time. Extensive remains of other Roman buildings
dating from the 1st century AD to the 3rd Century AD were also discovered
suggestive of at the very least a Roman village at Little Weldon settling here
so as to be able to exploit its natural mineral resources and its fine stone. The
villa found here and one near Stanion (in 2004) demonstrates that people of
wealth and high status lived in the Corby area, and Weldon in particular, for
hundreds of years up until the third century AD. Subsequently a Roman kiln
was found near to Weldon, to the right of the road between Corby and
Weldon, by men working in the ironstone quarries.
4.2.3 The 9th Century: This part of England is thought to have fallen under the
governance of The Danelaw. Some local place names show Scandinavian
influence, certainly Corby a few miles away is thought to have been named
after a Viking leader called ‘Kori; the town’s name derives from Old Norse
“Koriby” meaning ‘the homestead or settlement of Kori’.
4.2.4 The 11th Century: Soon after the Conquest William the Conqueror
retained the Manor and Hundred of Corby as his own and established a castle
at Rockingham on a carefully chosen strategic site, on a high hill with
commanding views over the Welland Valley. This in part still survives today
and is an Ancient Monument and is described in greater detail in the
conservation area appraisal of Rockingham (2009).
4.2.5 In 1086 Domesday Book provides our first documented evidence of
settlement at Weldon, where it is referred to as:
“WELEDONE. IN CORBEI HD.,” meaning ‘Weldon in Corby Hundred’.
The entry of the “LAND OF HUGH OF IVRY” states:
“In CORBY Hundred
Hugh (of) Ivry holds ½ hide from the King in LITTLE WELDON.
Land for 3 ploughs. In lordship 1, with 1 slave.
11 villagers have 2 ploughs.”
Woodland 6 furlongs long and 2 furlongs wide.
The value (in the reign of Edward in 1066) was 10s; now 20s.
Wulfric held it freely.”
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This ancient language is difficult to understand, but this entry tells us a great
deal about Weldon in the 11th century. The King retained Great Weldon for his
own use but let one of his knights Hugh of Ivry have a part of the land
equating to “½ a hide” in Little Weldon. With the gift came an obligation for the
Hugh to provide a Knight’s Service for the granting this manor by what was
called ‘subinfudation’ i.e. a mounted knight in full armor to go into battle upon
call; in this instance Hugh would be that knight. In the text is mention of his
“Land for 3 ploughs” ” the “11 villagers” were required to plough his land in
return for land for “2 ploughs” that he granted them to plough themselves, so
as to be self-sufficient; these were free peasants. The king retained “in
lordship” 1 plough land with 1 slave to plough it. This then provides a picture
of a thriving agrarian community of around 12 families living in the settlement
of Little Weldon that by 1086 was a separate Manor to Great Weldon. The last
part of the entry states “Wulfric held it freely”, this refers to the previous owner
of the Manor, prior to the Battle of Hastings in 1066, Wulffric, who was a
Saxon thane who became disposed of most of his land and estates after the
Conquest.
It is noteworthy that the value of the manor had doubled; in other parts of the
country the value went down due to the laying waste of the countryside,
especially in the North of England, where it was known as ‘the Harrying of the
North’. This indicates that the Normans valued the area with its arable land, its
extensive woodland for making charcoal for iron smelting, and no doubt its
stone for building.
4.2.6 The 12th Century: During this period both Great Weldon and Little
Weldon had separate Norman manor houses which have since disappeared.
Little Weldon ‘Manor’ was also known as “Hunter’s Manor” and “Hall yard” is
shown on the 1585 map of Weldon on the left-hand side of Gretton Road at
the junction with Chapel Road, bounded by the present Hall’s Close and
Larratt Road. It acted as the headquarters for the Royal hunting hounds in
readiness for the king’s hunting parties, being well placed roughly between
Geddington Lodge and Rockingham Castle, and consequently became known
as “Hunter’s Manor” . The manor was eventually granted by Henry II to a
member of the Lovell family who occupied it until c.1318, when it passed
through marriage to Thomas de Borhunte who was employed by the king as a
master of buckhounds; it became the home of the successive masters of the
hounds. The building appears to have been lost in the late 19th century; it is
recorded that when the new housing was being constructed in the late 1950s
the remains of an extensive building were found here (P.Hill, 1998).
Great Weldon Manor House was long associated with the Basset family who
acquired Weldon through marriage in the 12th century, when Richard Basset
was elevated to permanent baronial rank via his wife Matilda Ridel “who at the
king’s command brought to her husband the Honour of Great Weldon” in
1123. Richard’s eldest son and heir, Geoffrey, took his mother’s maiden name
Ridel for his own surname, apparently because he inherited Weldon, and was
known as Geoffrey Ridel II, the second baron Basset of Weldon. It remained
in their hands until 1409, when after further changes it passed to the Hatton
family of Kirby Hall; again the early map of 1585 shows “Hall close” a large
area of land to the west of the church close to no. 11 Church Street (see
3.2.5) where there are visible earthworks remaining today; referred to locally
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as the ‘humps and bumps’, that may in fact be the characteristic ‘hills and
holes’ of early quarrying where traditionally spoil was heaped around small
pits. It is more than possible that after the site was abandoned in the 17th
century in favour of the Manor House site on the Oundle Road, that the land
was quarried for stone. So it would appear that this particular field and site is
of great archaeological interest, and hopefully should be protected from any
future development by its location within the Weldon Conservation Area, and
by being identified as such in this appraisal.

4.2.7 The 13th Century: Weldon stone was quarried quite early on, even in the
11th century, and greatly valued for its ability to be cut and dressed into large
ashlar blocks of stone for building where it was used to repair and build parts
of Rockingham Castle for King Edward I, where “Master Thomas of Weldon”
not only supplied the freestone but directed the work and provided six other
masons, including his two sons.
4.2.8 The Middle Ages: The fame of Weldon stone spread far and wide and
early in the 14th century “Master John of Weldon” was employed by the
Bishop of London as master-mason of St. Paul’s Cathedral; though the
historian John Bridges claimed that the original old St. Paul’s Cathedral was
built of Weldon stone in 1037. Master John also worked on the king’s works at
Westminster supplying Caen stone from France. In the reign of Edward IV
Weldon stone was used in building King’s College Chapel, Cambridge, in
particular for the superb fan-vaulted interior roof completed in 1515.
4.2.9 The Elizabethan to Jacobean period of the 17th century: Sir Humphrey
Stafford of Blatherwycke acquired the Manor of Kirby, and with it the Manor of
Weldon and most importantly its quarries from which he was able to build a
fine stone mansion house with a court-yard plan, Kirby Hall mainly built of
Weldon stone, from 1570-75 when building work ceased with his death in
1575. The mansion house and manor was then purchased by Sir Christopher
Hatton of Holdenby (Queen Elizabeth’s Lord Chancellor), passing to his
cousin in 1597, also called Sir Christopher Hatton; he entertained the king
James 1st and his court at Kirby Hall on several occasions. In due course
Kirby Hall and his estate, including the Manor of Weldon, passed to his son
another Sir Christopher Hatton, on his death in the early 17th century; he did
more building work using Weldon stone at Kirby Hall from 1638-40 thought to
have been built to the designs of the celebrated architect of the day Inigo
Jones.
It is this Sir Christopher Hatton who as Lord of the Manor of Weldon is
believed to have built the fine early-17th century ‘Manor House’ on Oundle
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Road, shortly after his inheritance when he was the living at Kirby Hall. He
never lived in Weldon himself, but placed his Steward a member of the Pratt
family in the house to help administer his local estates including the Manor of
Weldon. The Pratt’s were well established in Weldon who during the 16th
century lived in the ancient Manor House next to the church (since lost and
referred to at 4.2.6 above) before they moved to this new ‘manor’ house, as
the Stewards of the Hattons. The Pratt family had long been influential in the
village, owning much of the land in the vicinity as is clearly shown on the map
of 1585 that details the ownership of land and property using different
symbols for different owners. Several members of the family over a long
period served as rector of the local church, referred to locally as ‘Parson’
Pratt. This was also the period when many fine houses were built in
Northamptonshire using the local high quality fine-grained Weldon limestone.
The two resident families of masons, the Frisbeys and the Grumbolds were
busy satisfying the needs of the local aristocracy and gentry. The stone for the
Elizabethan court-yard plan house, Deene Park the home of the Brudnell
family, came from the Weldon quarries just 3 kilometres to the south. William
Grumbold was a freemason much employed by Sir Thomas Tresham of
Rushton, contracting him in 1578 to build the Market House at Rothwell, and
from 1594 onwards “the Grumbolds” were working on Tresham’s New
Building at Lyvenden, ‘Lyvenden New Bield’ - both buildings with highly
decorated carved friezes, and with unusual cruciform plans; in 1580 Tresham
became a fervent Catholic and was interested in buildings that in some way
declared his faith. At the same time (1594-97) Tresham was building his
remarkable Triangular Lodge at Rushton, that was ingeniously devised on the
theme of the Trinity, where Weldon stone was used for the carved dressed
stone embellishments, contrasting with the courser and different coloured
local Lincolnshire Limestone and ironstone rubble from Tresham’s own
quarries.
William Grumbold also built Fotheringhay Bridge 1573-4. Robert Grumbold
rebuilt the spire of the church of St. Mary the Great in Cambridge in 1593-4 of
Kingscliffe stone. The most prominent member of the family in Weldon in the
17th century was Arthur Grumbold (1603-70) who leased a quarry from Lord
Hatton and built the house dated 1654 on the Corby Road; there are two other
remarkable houses they built for members of the family, including the
remarkable Haunt Hill House in 1643.

With good freestone readily available, and masons to work it, it is not
surprising that there appears to have been something of a building boom
during the late-17th century, when a number of stone houses with thatched
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roofs were built in Weldon that add much to the character of the conservation
area.
4.2.10 The Georgian period of the 18th century and in to the 19th century:
During this period Weldon seems to have flourished with many new town
houses being built throughout Weldon in both Great and Little and along High
Street and the Stamford Road featuring the distinctive white-painted sash
windows and regular and symmetrical facades that give a certain elegance to
the buildings and resulted in an almost completely solid row of buildings built
on the north side of the road. Even some of the older cottages were rebuilt
with sash windows made to fit and the roof raised to provide attic space in the
roof, such as at no.7 Stone Cottage Oundle Road.

The George Hotel was rebuilt with two large bow windows to its front when it
became a coaching inn on the busy turnpike road from Kettering to Stamford,
and a number of shops were built also. During this period the Finch-Hattons,
Earls of Winchelsea and Nottingham, inherited Kirby Hall and lesser members
of the family took up residence in Great Weldon as the local Rector occupying
various buildings before the present Old Rectory was built in the early 19th
century in a Regency style, where in their large garden and extensive grounds
they held various fetes and garden parties that would be the centre of local
society. It is not surprising that a local school was established in the village
built on the edge of the green in 1820 and extended later in the century; it is
recorded that the school children danced around a maypole every Mayday.
Next to the school is one of the glories of the village architecture The Round
House a circular lock-up with a conical stone roof surmounted by a ball-finial
that was built probably in the early 18th century to aid law-and-order, though it
could be earlier.
4.2.11 The 20th Century: in the early years of
the 1900s some brick workers’ terraced
housing was built on the western end of Corby
Road close to Water Lane junction. Brick was
hardly seen in the village before this, except for
an occasional building such as no. 22-24
Chapel Road that is dated 1865. However, a
local entrepreneur James Pain opened the
Weldon and Corby Brick Company in 1878,
which lasted until September 1911; the
brickworks were situated in the St James
Industrial Estate. The coming of motorised
transport impacted on Weldon and some
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demolition tool place in the 1960s and 70s to widen the road junction at High
Street and the top end of Bridge Street. After the 2 nd World War new council
housing was built in the 1950s and later to the north of High Street linking
through to Little Weldon, and close to the Gretton Road junction with Chapel
Road, altering the character of the village. Surprisingly the older buildings on
the bad bend on Oundle Road on its approach into the village survived
helping to retain the character of this part of Great Weldon; most are now
protected as listed buildings.
Subsequently in the later half of the 20th century and in the early years of this
century new housing has been built as in-fill plots, especially in Little Weldon,
and as larger estates of varying quality, but some in local stone that respect
the vernacular character of the local buildings. This inevitably has changed
the character of Weldon from something of a sleepy village to that of a small
commuter town.

The Decline of the Stone Quarries: The Weldon stone quarries, long owned
by the Finch-Hattons, were sold to the British Steel Corporation in 1962, who
leased the main quarry to Stamford Freestone Ltd. from 1966 the stone
working continuing until 1977, when ironstone quarrying extended into the
area. Another old freestone quarry was re-opened by Weldon Stone
Enterprises Ltd. less than a kilometre to the south, but there was insufficient
good stone to continue quarrying after 1985, and Weldon Stone ceased to be
obtainable here; though a small stock of stone remained (in 2003) for
restoration work, the stone yard remaining today but supplying stone from
other sources.

4.3

Spatial analysis

The character and relationship between spaces in the area.
Key views and vistas
4.3.1 Weldon is set on three hills or stony ridges with shallow valleys between
them cut through with streams running along the contours draining to the east.
The three areas of older settlement on Chapel Road (Little Weldon), High
Street and Stamford Road, and Church Street (Great Weldon) follow roughly
the same direction of the streams that rise to the north-east as they pass
through the settlement.
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4.3.2 This topography results in long views down the Corby Road on the
western entry point off the main A427 that by-passes the village to the north.
Also there are long views along High Street to Stamford Road. On the
northern approach to Little Weldon down Bridge Street that dips down to the
stream and then rises again are long views to the original settlement to the
north, where Chapel Road is a fairly short straight road running east to west,
the views broken by several buildings being built on to the edge of the street,
some gable-on. In addition to these longer straight roads are a number of
contrasting curved roads that create short views. These included Church
Street that has a significant bend on the approach to the church built on the
north side of the road, and on the Kettering Road close to Haunt Hill House
where the road is narrow and dark funneled between with trees to either side.
On the approach to the bridge over the stream a long open view of the largely
grassed area on the approach to the High Street and Corby Road junction.
There is a long view down the Oundle Road on the south-eastern approach of
a mainly rural landscape with a surprise long view to the right of the
impressive Manor House that is set back, close to the junction with Church
Street. From East Bridge there is a complete contrast where the Oundle Road
bends to the left and is squeezed between older 17th century buildings, some
thatched built on rising ground that provide delightful views of the older
village.

Running off this road to the north, School Lane is very narrow and runs to a
small L-shaped group of houses on the edge of the village green. Deene End
also runs off the Oundle Road, but is not accessible for all its length by car,
and also has a small cluster of older thatched cottages close to the large and
open cricket ground that provides a fine view across to its northern wooded
boundary with the Stamford Road.

Thus it will be seen that Weldon is an area of contrasts with a mix of views
and character areas.

4.4

Character analysis
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Definition of character areas, activity, prevailing and former uses
4.4.1 As already stated Weldon was formed from two quite separate hamlets
that were distinct and separate Manors in the Middle Ages: Little Weldon to
the north, and Great Weldon to the south, with the long built-up High Street,
which becomes the Stamford Road, running between the two (though
originally part of Little Weldon) and forming a quite separate character area;
almost that of a small town’s main street that also continues on Corby Road
for a short distance. In addition, to the south of
Stamford Road is The Green with the former
Village School and School Master’s House built on
its south side, and the attractive circular Round
House built immediately next to the school on the
east edge of School Lane. The Green and School
Lane, that runs down to Oundle Road, form a less
formal and more irregular and distinct character
area than the others in the conservation area that
are more regular in lay-out with straighter regular
streets. The four character areas are detailed in
section 3.
Listed Buildings
4.4.2 There are 60 buildings or structures within the Weldon Conservation
Area that are included on the Statutory List for Stanion and Weldon of
Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest that was signed and
published by the Department of the Environment on 6th March 1987.
4.4.3 All are listed at Grade 2 except for the Parish Church of St. Mary that is
Listed Grade 1 (see earlier section 3.2 for detailed descriptions), and The
Manor House, Oundle Road, and Haunt Hill House, Kettering Road that are
listed Grade 2*.
Chapel Road (north side):
o No. 1
o No. 5 (Pell Cottage) and attached outbuildings
o Hunter’s Manor
o No. 37 (Hazelreem)
o Outbuilding approx. 15m. NW of No. 37
o No. 41
Chapel Road (south side):
o No. 2 (Home Farmhouse)
o No. 4
o No. 14
o Weldon Congregational Church and attached school room
o No. 46
Church Street (north side):
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Nos. 31 & 31A
Church of St. Mary
Group of 3 chest tombs approx. 10m. S of S aisle of church of St. Mary
No. 10 (Glebe Farmhouse)
Barn approx. 30m. W of No. 10
No. 16 (The Cottage)
No. 18 (The Old Rectory Lodge)
No. 20
No. 22 (The Old Rectory)

Church Walk:
o Causeway
Corby Road:
o No. 11 and attached shop
o Nos. 23 & 25
o No. 29 (Inglenook Cottage) & No. 31 (Rope Walk)
Deene End (north side):
o No. 10 (Hatton Lodge)
Deene End (south side):
o No. 11
Gretton Road (west side):
o Weldon Lodge (that part in Weldon C.P.)
High Street (north side):
o No. 1 (Willowbrook)
o No. 7
o No. 23
o No. 27
Kettering Road (north side):
o Haunt Hill House
Oundle Road (north side):
o No. 1 (Old School House at the Weldon Centre)
o No. 5
o No. 7
o No. 9
o The Manor House
Oundle Road (south side):
o No. 8 (Washbrook Cottage) & No.10 (Willowbrook Cottage)
o No. 16
o No. 18
School Lane (east side):
o Nos. 2, 5 , 6 & 7 (The Green)
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o Nos. 9, 10 & 11 (The Green)
School Lane (west side):
o Round House (The Green)
Stamford Road (north side):
o No.1 & attached shop
o No. 3 (Deene House)
o The George Hotel & Restaurant
o No. 9 (Scotch Corner)
o No. 11
o No. 15 (Little Cottage)
o The Woolpack Public House
o No. 23 (The Rosary)
These buildings are identified on the Conservation Area boundary map.
Contribution of key unlisted buildings
4.4.4 In addition to the listed buildings there are a large number of unlisted
buildings, some 28 in number, which have been identified that make a positive
contribution to the character or appearance of the village and the
Conservation Area. Some of the buildings reflect both the social and
economic history of the village such as the former Brewery on High Street and
the Shoulder of Mutton public house (that is closed) on Chapel Road, and
play their part in setting the urban grain of the village. Many of the buildings
also play a part in shaping the structure and layout of the streets, especially
the tall brick house nos. 20, 22 & 24 on Chapel Road that is prominently sited
at the entrance drive to Weldon C. of E. School.
4.4.5 It is recommended that these identified buildings, deemed of townscape
merit, be accorded the status of Local Interest Buildings. This accords with
one of the aims of the Rockingham Forest Trust, in their ‘People of the Forest
Project’, to help local communities through various workshop sessions to
produce a ‘Local List’ of buildings and structures, that will receive
consideration within the planning process.
4.4.6 List of recommended Local Interest Buildings
These are identified on the proposed boundary map for the conservation area;
for detailed descriptions of them see section 3 above.
Church Street
o No. 1
o No. 11
o Nos. 12 & 14
School Lane
o No. 8
Deene End
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o Eastwell House
Church Walk
o No. 12
o The War Memorial
High Street
o Nos.11A, 15 & 17 (The Old Brewery)
o Nos. 19 & 21 (The Breakfast House)
o The Odd Fellows Hall
Corby Road
o No. 1
o Nos. 19 & 21
o No. 27
Chapel Road
o No. 6 (Lorraine House)
o No. 7
o Shoulder of Mutton Public House
o Nos. 20, 22 & 24
o No. 36
o No. 42 & 44
o No. 52 (Dash Farmhouse)
Water Lane
o No. 2 (Primrose Cottage
4.4.7 Signage: There are standard simple whitebacked signs with black lettering naming the village
on the principal entrance approach roads to the
village. Street signs are similar with a small cluster
on the west side of the Oundle Road at its junction
with Church Street on the approach to East Bridge.
Several street names are affixed to buildings such
as ‘Deene End’ on the front of no. 14.

Street signs are not a particular problem in the village; the largest sign being a
combination sign at a three-lane end junction of the Corby Road, Kettering
Road with High Street.
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The few public houses in Weldon follow traditional practice of painted signs on
wooden posts in front of the inn, as at The George on the Stamford Road,
which also has separate large brass (gold coloured) letters affixed to the
building just under its eaves which is not intrusive. The Woolpack further
down the Stamford Road also has a traditional painted sign and two other
relatively small painted boards affixed to the building externally lit by swannecked lamps. In Little Weldon The Shoulder of Mutton on Chapel Road again
has small painted boards fixed on the gables of its outer gabled wings with
swan necked lamps. Some buildings bear the date and initials of their builder
and these add to the interest of the building and the street scene, such as that
on no. 20, 22 & 24 Chapel Road that is initialed and dated “C.L. 1865” that is
painted white on a black-painted square stone.

Local details: Building materials and public realm
4.4.8 Many buildings in the conservation area are built
from the local Weldon Stone that is familiar and easily
recognised. It is pale cream in colour when first cut
weathering to a light grey, with shell fragments of
small oysters, often layered in diagonal crossbedding. When magnified with a hand-lens it is seen
to be composed mostly of ooliths, spherical grains
about a millimeter in size, with some dispersed curved
shell pieces 3 to 5 millimeters, and characteristically
no visible cement. The rock is essentially porous, and
it is apparently this porosity that enables the stone to
resist rain and frost action, and as such makes it
highly prized and desirable for use by builders. It is noteworthy that Weldon
stone has always been favoured for chimney stacks; there are many fine
examples in the village, such as the triple flued end stacks on Eastwell House
on Deene End, where an earlier steeper pitched roof
can be observed in its gable end, before the roof was
raised to accommodate a higher 1st floor (see
illustration).
The quality of the stone is such that very little damage
is caused to it over the centuries and we are able to
enjoy the crisp carving on the principal buildings
dating from the 17th century.
4.4.9 There are only a few instance of the use of red
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brick in the older part of the village, confined to Little Weldon: on Chapel Road
nos. 20 -24 referred to above dated 1865, and nos. 62 and 66 built within a
year of nos. 20-24, initialed and dated “TKS 1864”; it did not start a trend,
except for no. 6 Chapel Road (Lorraine House) built nearer to 1900. On the
Corby Road out of the village are a number of brick houses dating from the
early 1900s; these include no. 33 a small detached house built close to the
rear of one of the finest 17th century stone houses in Weldon (nos. 29 and 31).
Further west is a longish row of workers’ housing built in brick, some with part
rendered facades: nos. 77 to 103, some of which bear date stones for 1905,
1906, and 1907, being built incrementally year-on-year along the street, from
west to east.
4.4.10 A number of new houses have been
built of brick within the CA in recent years,
both individually, such as no. 15A Chapel
Road where it is quite inappropriate to its
setting amid older stone houses and on
housing estates such as Gander Close off
the Corby Road and Dash Farm Close off
Chapel Road. The later is more successful
than the former due to the choice of brick
where on Dash Farm Close a mellow multicoloured brick has been chosen that gives a warmer stone colour from
distance. In general the use of brick is to be discouraged in a largely stone
village such as Weldon that was famed for its stone quarries for centuries.
However, it can be used to good effect for detailing new stone buildings, as on
the new development on the south side of Church Street at no. 28 that is a Ushaped court-yard development of 3 larger houses with brick plat-bands and
chimneys in their gable ends, deliberately chosen to add interest (see photo).

4.4.11 The traditional roofing material of the
village was long wheat straw thatch with
simple flush wrap-over ridges secured by
ligers, or Collyweston stone slates. The
thatched roofs are typically steep, often with
pitches up to 70 degrees. Dormers set usually
on the eaves of the roof having swept skirts;
these provided daylight to habitable rooms in
the roof space, the windows usually glazed
with double casements. Weldon appears to have had a local tradition of flattopped eaves dormers where the thatch is cut around it, sometimes with
cross-stitched edging (see photo of no. 11 Corby Road, where a decorative
straw duck sits on the roof).
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Many of the thatched buildings in the village
have coped gable ends with raised parapets
capped with coping stones that produces a
neat effect, as at no. 5 Oundle Road (see
photo).
Sometimes they are simply finished with a
rolled verge of thatch secured by horizontal
ligers as at no. 46 Chapel Road, and no. 13
Church Street. Where buildings have been
re-roofed with other materials they are easily
identified by their steep pitch, and the high
tabling of the gable parapet such as at no. 1
Church Street where flat-topped dormers rise through the eaves of this
concrete roofed former inn. In the village are a number of former thatched
cottages their roofs replaced with various coverings, varying from Welsh blueslate (available from the mid-19th century with the coming of the railway
system) to mostly artificial cast-concrete pantiles (from the early 20th century).
A surprising number of the older 17th and 18th century properties, on most of
the streets in the CA, retain fine Collyweston stone slate roofs characterized
by the diminishing courses of the roof slates that add to the perspective effect
of the height of the roof and dark stone slates that have a distinctive silverywhite bloom on the surface. Collyweston dominated the limestone slating
industry for centuries, but its quarries closed some years ago; similar quarries
for roof slates also flourished at Gretton not far from
Weldon, Oundle, Kettering and Easton on the Hill.
4.4.12 There is no example of historic street paving in
Weldon because (as confirmed by early photographs
of the village) the traditional street finish was rammed
earth and gravel, with a slightly stonier finish to the
footpaths. Old photographs show that on High Street,
where houses are built directly on to the street, they
had a small area of grass to their fronts set behind a
linked chain fence on wooden posts (see 3.2.57); the
restoration of such features would enhance the buildings and the character of
the CA. Similar linked chain fencing on posts are positioned around the War
Memorial to good effect. Pavements are now largely covered in black tarmac,
but with many examples of wide grassed verges between the roadway and
front garden boundaries. The paths are edged with either stone or grey
concrete curbs that have a neutral effect. In front of The George is a parking
bay cut into the pavement that is edged in blue-grey stone sets that produces
a distinctive and satisfying finish to the edge of the road and the pavement
(see photo).
4.4.13 Street lighting is by modern steel columns, finished grey, with a variety
of modern lanterns that largely have a neutral effect.
Boundaries.
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4.4.14 Boundaries within the conservation area
were traditionally defined by dry-stone walls
constructed from coursed dressed rubble stone
with vertical stones bedded in mortar; heights
mostly between one and two metres, such
walls survive as boundaries to both fields and
houses within the conservation area, such as
in front of nos. 35 & 37 Chapel Road (see
photo). Many new developments have
enclosed properties behind well built stone
walls of this type.
However, also as common are hedged
boundaries both to fields and dwellings which if
well trimmed can produce a neat effect, such
as on the corner property at the junction of
Chapel Road with Dash Farm Close (see
photo).

In certain areas in the CA the significant
feature is the lack of definable boundaries
where small grassed curb edges are found
in front of the houses producing a unique
open character, as at Deene End (see
photo).

Some new developments have taken this approach leaving the fronts of
houses largely open such as on Roman Close. One of the latest
developments since 2000 is Cricketers Green where a deliberate mix of
boundary treatments has been adopted, both open, hedges, walls and metal
railings.
There are some examples of older metal fencing and railings used as
traditional Estate-type fencing such as in front of nos. 23 & 25 Corby Road
where a former open grassed lawn has been enclosed from the road by
railings with 4 horizontal rails running to upright
standards that have shaped nail-head finials with
separate metal gates leading to paths to the front
entrance doors of the two dwellings (see photo);
this produces a neat and largely pleasing effect
the railings leaving the grassed lawn clearly
visible simply defining the property boundary.
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The use of modern steel and other metal fencing for property boundaries is to
be discouraged in this conservation area as it produces a too suburban
character for such a historic village. A better alternative is to use traditional
forged iron Estate fencing that has horizontal rails interspersed with upright
supports.

In a number of places wooden fencing has been used such as the picket
fencing in front of no. 7 School Lane, where the fencing has been left unpainted creating a neutral effect; less obtrusive than when it is painted white.
Down the side of Lorraine House on Chapel Road a tall wooden closed
boarded fence has been built to screen the house with its conservatory and its
garden from view because of a new housing development built off the road,
where this forms an access; such types of fence are not traditional and should
be discouraged in the conservation area.
Greenspaces; ecology and biodiversity
4.4.15 This is a rural area where the open fields are very much in evidence,
especially on the approach from the south down the Oundle Road and
Stanion Lane. To the south of Willow Brook are significant areas of open
green spaces, including the ancient site of Great Weldon Hall to the north of
Church Street, with its ‘humps and bumps’ used for grazing horses and is
probably rich in wild-life, and would appear to be a natural habitat for birds
and butterflies and other insects, in that it is not a public thoroughfare. Its
landscape value to the conservation area is great as it is bounded by hedges
and mature trees, especially on Haunt Hill on the Kettering Road. In addition
there is a large stretch of open green space between the Kettering Road to
the south of the bridge and the Corby Road, the two roads narrowing at the
road junction; from the public bench a fine open view of this area can be had.

4.4.16 The churchyard is also an attractive area of open green space with
various stone monuments, being close to a bend in the road it has a
significant effect on the setting of the church that is set well back with trees
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along the boundary of its burial ground. To the north is Church Walk a
footpath called the Causeway that leads north to the High Street junction with
the Stamford Road. The path is elevated above a wet-land area to the west,
on both sides of the stream, with other paths running off to the east through
attractive trees that form a wooded landscape that adds to the rural character
of the conservation area.

4.4.17 At the east end of Church Street the trees are set back permitting an
open area of green at the junction of the Oundle Road, that enhances the
setting of the Manor House on the east side of the road. This is set well back
with a long drive running through a field cut to a lawn. This house in particular
has a large area of landscaping to its rear with mature trees and a duck pond.
Similarly the huge large landscaped garden of the Old Rectory (no. 22 Church
Street) is much like a private park with many fine trees and bushes.

4.4.18 The Green is an attractive traditional small triangular-shaped village
green at the heart of the settlement with a footpath running diagonally across
it to School Lane leading directly to the cricket ground, which is another
important are of open green space with hedge boundaries on Deen End side
and a line of mature trees on the Stamford Road side.
4.4.19 Little Weldon once had a number of fields set below the farms and
cottages on Chapel Road; these have been mostly built on but footpaths still
run down to the stream that is crossed by wooden footbridges. Along the
Corby Road a white-painted wooden style next Gander Close links to a path
leading to Dash Farm Close where an open field adds much to the area.
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Extent of intrusion or damage
4.4.20 For the most part the village has survived fairly well, especially in the
first two character areas to the south of High Street and the Stamford Road.
The rural character and charm of Great Weldon is fairly well preserved. The
exceptions are firstly the entry point on to Church Street off Stanion Lane
where a few 20th century bungalows have been built on both sides of the road,
though those on the south sides have been excluded from the conservation
area. Secondly the metal railings on the bend of Oundle Road, just after the
bridge enclosing a garden, have introduced an undesirable suburban element
to the street scene.
4.4.21 The village as a whole has changed more than most from the large
number of new housing developments of quite large estates that have been
permitted to be built in the past. In the mid-20th century the Council housing
estates off Bridge Street on Deenside and Rose Avenue were of a particular
poor quality in terms of design and appropriate materials that they have been
excluded from the conservation area, making a hole in the middle of the map.
The other area of post war housing on Hall’s Close and Gretton Road were
partly built on the site of the ancient Norman manor house of Little Weldon,
apparently without any regard to its archaeology; it is recorded that while they
were being built in the 1950s the foundations of a large building was
discovered. The way the development has been built places the semidetached houses on the edge of the road with large long individual gardens
backing against each other to their rear; it remains possible that these still
overlay an archaeological site. Similarly Roman Close is a quite recent small
private development built immediately adjacent to an important Roman
archaeological site immediately to the west of it, where a Roman Villa with
mosaic pavement was discovered in the past with other buildings suggestive
of a small Roman village. The importance of the site is acknowledged by its
scheduled status, and is thus protected from future development.
4.4. 22 Built on the south of the Corby Road, on the approach to the village
from the west, is a similar large housing estate that has been excluded from
the conservation area. Built in the heart of the village to the south of High
Street running up to the edge of Church Walk is another fairly large recent
development of houses on new streets called Church View and King’s Road.
While the architectural style and use of stone compliments other buildings in
the conservation area the overall density has altered the overall character of
the village.
4.4.23 Less damaging are the new houses on Cricketers Green built to the
south of the cricket ground, where a traditional formula of stone house has
been followed with careful landscaping and lay-out. These contrast with the
circular island lay-out of the adjacent mid-20th century housing on East
Crescent that lies just outside the conservation area boundary.
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4.4.24 In several places original timber doors and
wooden-framed casements with thin wooden
lintels above them, and timber sash windows
survive; this may be because some 60 buildings in
the conservation area are listed buildings and thus
requiring Listed Building Consent permission from
the Local Planning Authority to change traditional
windows in such a way.
Not withstanding this fact there are a number of
listed buildings where the windows are now glazed
with white plastic UPVC glazing.

Unlisted buildings in the village have faired less well and many have replaced
windows with double-glazing.
Neutral areas
4.4.25 The wide tarmac road of High Street
has a largely neutral effect with the
pedestrian island in the middle of the road
opposite from the supermarket and bus
stop on the south side (see photo). The
parking lay-bys on the side of the road are
similarly neutral areas. Similarly the whitebacked, black lettered road signs and street
names also have a neutral effect on the
conservation area.
General condition
4.4.26 In general most of the domestic
properties in the village superficially appear in
to be in a fairly good condition. However, a
more careful inspection reveals many buildings
with deteriorating roofs of all types, both
traditional such as thatch, Collyweston stone
slate, and blue-slate roofs, and those using
artificial roofing materials such as concrete tiled
and pantiled roofs where many appear to be
coming to the end of their useful life.
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4.4.27 As stated above a number of
dwellings within the proposed
conservation area retain their original
timber sash windows while a number of
others have replacement white UPVC
windows with stuck on glazing bars.
Where original windows survive on the older 18th and 19th century cottages
these are ‘at risk’ from alteration and replacement that could damage the
integrity of the building and the character of the proposed conservation area.
Secondary glazing on the inside of windows can be more effective at
preventing heat loss than whole-scale replacement with new double-glazed
windows; it can also be a considerably cheaper option.
Problems, pressures and capacity for change
4.4.28 The special character of the village comes from its sparsely populated
Church Street with scattered dwellings along it, mostly on the south side of
the road with the church on the north side. The introduction of any further new
houses along this stretch of road is likely to damage the special character of
this identified 1st Character Area in the conservation area, so there are limited
opportunities for additional housing in this area. The importance of the fine
Manor House on the south side of Oundle Road is such that any development
in the field immediately adjacent at the Home Farm would have a damaging
effect on the highly graded listed building and the setting of the conservation
area on its south-eastern approach. The Site Specific Proposals map for
Weldon (fig. 3.6) has identified a housing site (R17) on the west side of the
road immediately adjacent to the housing development on Woodlands Road,
Spinney Road, and Woodlands Park that lies just outside the southern
boundary of the conservation area.
4.4.29 In the 2nd Character Area there are few remaining opportunities for
additional housing developments without seriously eroding some of the green
areas or loss of trees, that should be strongly resisted. In particular the loss of
the cricket ground to a housing development would have a devastating effect
on the character of the conservation area and should be strongly resisted
should this ever arise; currently the cricket ground is identified as an
‘environmental and nature conservation site’ in the Site Specific map.
4.4.30 In the 3rd Character Area there are limited opportunities for further
development.
4.4.31 There were some in-fill and backland developments being built in 2008 in
the 4th Character Area off Chapel Road.
The quality of this character area has been
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diminished in the past by other poor quality housing schemes; as a
consequence there may be some opportunity for development within and just
outside this area. The only particularly sensitive site that would have a
damaging effect on the Corby Road is the large plot of land between no. 33
and Gander Close where there is a particularly fine avenue of trees (see
photo) that acts as an important buffer zone, forming a separation to Weldon
village, where the fine 17th century listed buildings stand on the north side of
the road further to the east and provide a sense of arrival.

4.4.34 In conclusion there are limited opportunities for further housing
development within the Weldon Conservation Area; any such proposals would
have to be carefully considered by both the local authority and local
community, ensuring that natural stone and appropriate roofing materials are
used. The provision of garages to properties without them will set design
challenges as will any proposals for extensions or porches on to the
properties; these too will have to be carefully considered so as not to have a
detrimental effect on the village and the Conservation Area as a whole.

5

Community Involvement

5.1 English Heritage advises that involving the community and raising public
awareness of conservation issues should be an integral part of the appraisal
process. During the survey of the Weldon Conservation Area in the summer
of 2008 the consultant spoke to several householders, especially those
owners of listed buildings explaining the appraisal and helping to identify the
features of importance on their properties. In addition local experts were
consulted Dr Peter Hill of the Rockingham Forest Trust and Dr Nick Hill of
English Heritage, both of them going round the area with the consultant to
help identifying its special interest. The Chairman of the Parish Council was
also consulted to inform him of the project and to discuss the boundary of the
conservation area; it received his support. As part of the consultation process
the proposed conservation area for Weldon, and it is proposed boundary, was
presented to the residents of the village at a Power point presentation
organised by CBC, held in Weldon Village Hall on Friday 27th February 2009;
it was advertised in the local press and posters produced and displayed within
the village; this is in line with the recommendations of the North
Northamptonshire Statement of Community Involvement (LDF document,
2006).
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5.2 It is possible that the local community could receive instruction from
members of the Rockingham Forest Trust who hold training sessions in the
district’s villages, concerned with their ‘People of the Forest Project’. Their
project concerns three topics – ‘Local Listings’, ‘Statement of Significance’
and ‘Remember When’. It is the aim of the Trust to work with the local village
communities to help them take a pro-active role in the production of a Local
List of Unlisted Buildings of merit (some 27 buildings have been suggested
here), and to produce a statement of significance for their local church as well
as record their memories of the village.

6

Suggested boundary

6.1 The proposed boundary of the new conservation area is detailed on the
accompanying map. This may be subject to amendment following the public
consultation.

7

Local generic guidance

7.1 As previously stated in 2.3 The Corby Local Plan (1997) contains
Environmental Policies for the ‘Conservation of the Built Environment’. Only
Policy P4 (E) was given the status of a saved policy in the new LDF; this is
concerned with the retention of Listed Buildings with no demolition, requiring
development schemes to take account of unlisted buildings of interest
7.2 The new LDF document (referred to in the introduction) also has ‘Policies
for the Built Environment’. In addition paragraph 2.6 of this appraisal provided
details of the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (CSS) that is a
key LDF document, particularly Policy 13 (General Sustainable Development
Principles). Also of relevance is the SPD on Sustainable Design which was
adopted by the North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Committee on 31 st July
2008 (this is available at http:/www.nnjpu.org.uk) that promotes character and
identity in townscape and landscape by advising that development proposals
respond to and reinforce locally distinctive patterns of development, built
heritage, culture, landscape and living sustainably.

8

Summary of issues

8.1 The Weldon Conservation Area is notable for the following attributes:
Survival of its historic street pattern as shown on a map of 1585, its
former separate hamlets of Great Weldon and Little Weldon still being
identifiable as different character areas.
A large number of listed buildings, dating to the 17th, 18th and 19th
centuries.
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Some particularly important listed buildings including the 17th century
Haunt Hill House, the Manor House, and nos. 21 & 31, and nos. 29 &
31 Corby Road demonstrating the skill of local stone masons.
Historic St Mary’s Church, of ancient origin that was rebuilt throughout
the Middle Ages and with a tower refaced in the 19th century with
unusual lantern on the top to light the way of travellers through the
forest, the village been known in the past as Weldon-in-the-Woods.
Also inside the church some interesting stained-glass windows, one
with a Nelson connection, and a largely original unspoilt interior.
Notable views of the church and tower and its timber cupola lantern,
set within its churchyard, an attractive area of open green space
containing various and interesting memorials, with two unusual tombs
(listed Grade 2) to members of the celebrated family of 17th century
stone masons who lived and worked in the village.
A curved stone boundary wall to the churchyard that is raised up above
the adjacent ground and the Causeway and Church Walk leading north
out of the churchyard to the High Street.
A number of unlisted Local Interest Buildings of merit.
Pleasant rural setting to the principal entrance roads that lead into the
village.
Use of local stone for the older buildings, with a limited use of brick
during the mid-19th century and early 20th century.
A surprising number of thatched cottages and large farmhouses dating
mainly from the 17th century.
Use of traditional Collyweston stone slates for the majority of the older
properties.
A large number of small woodland, other trees and bushes and tall
hedges both in and around the edge of the conservation area.
An interesting mix of walling including, stone boundary walls metal
railings and hedges.
A mix of peaceful rural character near the church with a busier townlike character on High Street and Stamford Road, with a sleepy village
character on the winding Oundle Road that is thick with older buildings
on both sides, including thatched cottages.
A surviving triangular Village Green at the heart of the settlement with
the former village school and school master’s house.
The remarkable Round House on the edge of The Green, a historic
monument used as a lock-up and finely constructed being circular with
a conical top.
The survival of important archaeological sites to the north of Stamford
Road at its north-east end (Roman), and adjacent to the west of the
church (Norman and Medieval).
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8.2 There are a number of negative issues identified in this appraisal to be
addressed in the management plan. These fall into two sections; one as
affecting the public realm and the other private properties:
Public Realm issues:
Street surfacing – tarmacadam roads and paths
Curbs to edges of roads –
Street lighting
Private Property issues:
Boundary treatment to fronts of properties, removal of boundary walls
to provide car parking to fronts of houses.
Traditional windows replaced with white UPVC double-glazed windows
8.3 Conservation Area designation provides additional controls and enables
the Council to refuse applications for development which could have a
detrimental effect on those special features listed above (8.1). The proposed
design for extensions to existing properties should be better designed to
conform to local vernacular practise (such as lean-to roofs built against gable
ends); new garden buildings such as sheds and garages will be more
carefully vetted.
8.4 Usually, conservation area designation is seen as a positive move, adding
to property values and fostering a greater sense of community. The additional
controls brought by designation can also help to prevent the incremental
changes which can eventually ruin the diverse and historic character of
Weldon; raising public awareness hopefully will encourage owners to properly
maintain and improve their properties.
8.5 In the past some houses have been altered with the introduction of white
plastic windows that is considered damaging to the historic character of the
village and its listed Buildings. The council will be in a position to refuse
unsuitable applications that are contrary to the conservation advice given in
this document.
8.6 Consideration should be given to the establishment of a Weldon
Conservation Area Advisory Committee, probably as part of the Parish
Council, to vet all planning applications and assist the Council in its
development control role; being located within the village they would be better
able to comment to applicants direct, and eventually encourage preapplication discussion with property owners; the Development Control section
of Corby Borough Council planning department offer pre-application advice on
all sizes of proposed development from individual houses to large housing
schemes. The advertising of applications within the conservation area gives
greater public awareness of impending change, and the opportunity to
comment.
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Once adopted this detailed Conservation Area Appraisal for Weldon and
associated maps will be made available on the Council’s web site.
Also available on the Council’s web site is “Building on Tradition”
(Rockingham Forest Countryside Design Summary) that is a useful
publication that amongst other things provides detailed design advice relating
to extensions, and the use of traditional materials in the villages of the former
Rockingham Forest that includes Corby.
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10. Architectural Glossary

Glossary

Acreage: the size of an area of land; one acre measuring 4,640 sq. yards that
is the equivalent of 4,050 sq. metres, usually used in connection with an
enclosed piece of land or a field.
Anthemion motif: leaf-shaped motif used in a repeated pattern to form a
decorative frieze. First used in England by the architect Robert Adam in the
18th century when he had copied the design from the Acropolis in Athens,
Greece.
Apex: the peak of a gable.
Architrave: a moulded timber surround to a doorway or window, usually
painted white.
Ashlar: smooth faced masonry of large blocks used in building.
Ball finials: a round ball on top of a decoratively carved upright stone found
on gate-posts, kneelers on the edge of a roof, pediment, gable, tower-corner,
also the topmost part of a pinnacle.
Balusters: a series of often short ornamental turned timber or stone
pillars/uprights of bellied form supporting a rail, found rising on steps of a
staircase, and horizontally as a balustrade. Balustraded refers to a parapet
at the top of a building hiding its roof, or to an ornamental terrace or balcony.
Bressumer: large horizontal beam (usually timber) supporting the wall above,
or a fire-hood canopy of an inglenook fireplace.
Buttress / Buttressed: a vertical support of stone projecting from a wall or
close to the corner angle of a church tower to stabilise it or to resist the lateral
thrust of an arch, roof, or vault.
Canted: an oblique angle, slanting surface.
Chamfered: cutting off a square edge or corner, a bevelled angled surface,
applied to mullions in windows and along the edge of principal (spine) beams
in ceilings.
Coped: refers usually to the gable end of a building that has coping stones
sitting on top of the edge of the roof.
Copings: large heavy flat rectangular ashlar stone blocks used on the top of
walls of buildings to protect the slates on the edges of roofs by weighing them
down to prevent them blowing off in a gale; usually bedded on mortar.
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Cornice: externally this can apply to the projecting moulding to a flat-topped
ledge on the top of a building, or over a window or door. Internally this is likely
to describe the decorative plaster moulding in the angle between wall and
ceiling.
Coursed: natural stone laid in even lines – courses, using similarly sized
stones.
Curtilage: the area of land surrounding a dwelling within the property
boundaries. This area may be fenced and may include garages or standalone workshops.
Fleur-de-lis finials: a decoratively carved upright stone in the shape of a 3leaf arrow head, found on kneelers on the edge of a roof, pediment, gable,
tower-corner, also the topmost part of a pinnacle.
Flues: the plural of ‘flue’ being part of a chimney that may incorporate several
‘flues’ - the smoke channel going up inside a chimney stack to individual
chimney pots to let smoke escape from fireplaces below.
Gable: refers to the end of the roof of buildings with a pitched roof.
Great Oolite Series: the geological term for the local sedimentary rock, the
magnesium limestone.
Hoodmould: a projecting moulding/dripstone above a window or arched
opening.
Inglenook: an open fireplace that was often large enough for people to sit
inside. The top was usually supported by a large wooden beam, or stone
lintel, called a bressumer.
Jacobean Vernacular Revival style: buildings built in the style of the early
17th century in the reign of James 1st; popular in the Victorian and Edwardian
periods.
Jambs: side posts of an opening such as a doorway, window or a fireplace.
Kneelers: the horizontal projecting stones at the base of each side of a gable
to support the inclined cooping stones
Lintels: a horizontal supporting beam of timber or stone usually across the
top of a doorway, window or fireplace
Obelisk: pyramid shaped stone, often tapering to a point
Bull-nosed ovolo mouldings: usually referring to stone mullions as part of a
window that has a convex moulding in the shape of a half circle with a
projecting flat centre.
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Mullions: a vertical dressed stone or timber upright squared and shaped or
chamfered dividing the lights of a window.
Pantile: a clay roof-tile curved to form an S-shaped section, fitted to overlap.
Parapets: describes a wall raised for protection at any sudden drop, also
used to conceal a roof.
Pilasters: flat representation of classical columns in shallow relief. Often used
for framing door-cases and fireplaces.
Piscina: a projecting stone basin for washing the hands of an officiating
priest, with a drain set in the wall of the sanctuary in the chancel of a church
to the south of the altar.
Plate-tracery: tracery is a term referring to highly stylised carved open work
patterns, often flowing curved, cut into stone or timber windows often holding
stained glass. Plate-tracery is a particular recognisable style that was usually
used in the 15th century.
Pollarded: the branches of a tree cut off, and the trunk reduced in height, so
as to produce a close rounded head of young branches.
Quoins: alternately long-and-short corner stones on the edge of a building,
sometimes referred to as a quoined angle.
Raised craved shield: stonework cut-back on the surface of a stone to leave
a raised area in the form of a shield. Then for this shield to be also carved
often with an heraldic coat-of-arms.
Refenestrated: usually refers to the front of an older building where the front
wall may be completely, or partially rebuilt at a later time, usually with new
fashionable windows being inserted, such as sash windows.
Reredos: carved timber screen usually in a church between the chancel and
the nave or a side chapel.
Roundels: circular carvings usually strung together to form a frieze.
Sedilia: stone seats (usually three) for priests set in the south wall of the
sanctuary in the chancel of a church, often canopied and decorated.
Settle: a long wooden bench with a tall back to seat three or four people.
Smithy: a blacksmith’s workshop where his forge for working would be.
Stop chamfered spine beams: ceiling beam supports to a ceiling where the
edges are cut back at an angle with a stop near the wall edge.
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Sunken spandrels: a elongated triangular shape that is cut at an angle into
the surface of a door lintel at the meeting of the top with the sides.
Tarmacadam: a material of stone or slag (waste material) bound with tar,
used for paving roads and paths, the word usually truncated to tarmac.
Tour-de-force: a feat of skill.
Triple-flued ashlar stacks: a ‘flue’ being part of a chimney that incorporates
three ‘flues’ - the smoke channel going up inside a chimney stack to
individual chimney pots to let smoke escape from fireplaces below.
Truncated chimney stack: a chimney stack that has been reduced in height.
Vestibule: an entrance lobby.
Volutes: ‘S’-scrolls used for decorative effect on carving.
Voussoirs: wedge-shaped or tapering stones forming an arch.
Winder stair: a stair-case without half-landings that turns a corner like a
spiral stair.
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11. Appendices;

Appendix 1;
HAUNT HILL HOUSE, WELDON, NORTHANTS.

Summary
Built in 1643 by Humphrey Frisbey, a leading Weldon mason, this house is an
extraordinary tour de force of stonemason’s work. As Colvin says in an
article1 of 1961, ‘Here, in his own house, Humphrey Frisbey was clearly out to
show what he could do in a small space …’ Of high quality ashlar throughout,
the building is of two-room plan form with a lobby entry, giving a highly
symmetrical appearance. Decorative stone features abound, both inside and
out. There are high quality mullion and transom windows, ornate gables and
a dominant four-shafted chimneystack. The south gable is particularly
idiosyncratic, with large scrolls and shields to either side of the windows.
Inside there is a classical arcade in the entry lobby, four fine fireplaces, ornate
stone doorways and stone stairs. The front porch was added shortly after the
house was completed, as was an additional block to the north, though this
was rebuilt in recent times.

Building description and development
As Colvin says, Humphrey Frisbey married his wife Elizabeth in 1619. He
built Haunt Hill House in 1643 towards the end of his life, as Elizabeth is noted
as ‘the relict of Humpherie Frisbey late deceased freemason’ in 1648. The
dates suggest that Humphrey perhaps intended Haunt Hill as his final
masterwork, rather than as a showpiece to attract future custom.
The principal parts of the house form a carefully considered and highly
integrated design, with some ingenious features. The lobby entry plan form,
with two equal-sized rooms on each floor, a massive central chimneystack
and a small entrance hallway, is itself a sophisticated design for this date in
the locality. It enables the front elevation to achieve a highly symmetrical
design, set around a central doorway, at a time when most local houses still
had an off-centre entrance into the hall. The lobby itself is ingeniously
contrived, the front wall being of reduced thickness to allow more space, with
the wall above supported on shaped corbels. The hall, with the larger
fireplace for cooking, was to the north, and the back door also leads out of this
room. To the south is the parlour, its fireplace only slightly smaller.
Interestingly, the parlour fireplace could also be used for domestic purposes,
as it retains an unusual projecting stone socket on the rear wall, which would
have housed a swinging iron crane for a kettle or pan. Stone stairs lead up
from the parlour to the first floor. To reach the attic floor it is necessary to
1

Colvin, H.M. ‘Haunt Hill House, Weldon’ in Jope, E.M., Studies in Building History, Odhams, 1961,
pp.223-28.
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pass through both of the first floor chambers. Clearly, such arrangements
were not considered inconvenient in the 17th century, though this awkward
circulation route has meant the introduction in the 20th century of corridors
which cut across the two first floor rooms.
The front east elevation has fine mullioned and transomed windows set either
side of the central doorway and porch. The four-light windows to the ground
floor have wider ‘king’ mullions to the centre, a sophisticated and high status
feature which occurs only rarely in houses of the area. Also highly unusual is
the use of transoms, though Frisbey’s design for these, squeezed into a small
compass, is rather squat, with square lower lights, rather than the longer
lower lights found in buildings of country house status. The first floor windows
are now truncated but would have been formed originally as gabled dormers
of the traditional local type, though probably here decorated with corbels and
finials, like the dormer to the rear. The porch was added slightly later than the
main building, as it cuts awkwardly across the hood moulding of the front
door. The doorway to the porch has an unusual steeply pitched arch, resting
on impost blocks which carry along the sides of the porch both inside and out.
Above the porch is another highly unusual feature, a stone window with ogee
pointed head and a central mullion. A dominant feature of the front is the fine
four-shafted chimneystack with its ornate mouldings. The shafts are linked by
arched blocks, the two on the east and south fronts bearing the date 1643 and
initials H F.
The south gable, visible from the roadway, presents an extraordinary display.
There are three tiers of windows, with a stepped string course and an unusual
top window which steps up into the gable. Either side of the ground and first
floor windows are ornate scrolls and blank shields of highly idiosyncratic
design. Over the first floor window is a stone proudly bearing Humphrey
Frisbey’s initials, the arms of the Masons’ Company and the date 1643. As
elsewhere, the gable has corbels with decorative carving and finials, and
there was a sundial over the attic window.
The rear west elevation is more restrained, but still has a major gabled
dormer, lighting the stairs, as the dominant feature. Besides its four-light
mullioned and transomed window and gable finials, this has a diamond-set
window in the apex and little round-arched windows to either side. The other
windows here are of two lights, though the ground floor windows also have
transoms. The north elevation was also built of ashlar with a fine gable, but is
now largely covered by the northern extension.
The catalogue of fine stone features continues inside. In the lobby is a blind
arcade of two bays, a sophisticated classical design. The round-headed
arches have panelled voussoirs and a pyramid-jewelled soffit to the centre.
Above the arches is another carved stone of arched shape bearing the initials
IR, TE and the date 1636. Examination shows that this stone is a later insert,
being originally made for a chimneystack with linked shafts. The masonry of
the lobby arcading flows on into door surrounds which lead into the hall and
parlour. These surrounds are of highly unusual, heavily moulded form, with
heavily corbelled hoods which project into the two rooms. Inspection shows
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that the door surrounds and lobby arcading are a later insertion, as they cut
awkwardly across the fine cornices of the fireplaces. The fireplaces
themselves are all very fine, with moulded cornices and fluted friezes, even
for the two on the first floor. To the right of the hall fireplace a four-centred
arch doorway feature has been inserted slightly later under the stairs, cutting
the end of the fireplace cornice. Another unusual and high quality feature is
the panelled treatment internally of the sides to the king mullions.
The quality of the stonemasonry construction is very high throughout the
building. The whole of the exterior is faced in ashlar, with a moulded plinth
and eaves cornice. Ashlar facing is used internally too, for the lobby and
stairs areas. The stairs are built of solid stone (highly unusual in local
houses), with carefully worked treads. The lower flight is cleverly recessed
into the wall, with slight changes in alignment, to maximise the stair width.
There are a few instances where an HF mason’s mark is visible, which must
clearly have been Humphrey Frisbey’s mark. The roof has two trusses with
unusual arched collars. The structure is of the tenoned purlin type, without a
ridge, and has squared oak rafters – all features indicating that the original
roof was of Collyweston slate, not thatch. The arrangements for internal
doors beside the central chimneystack, however, appear rather awkward, with
very little provision for proper stone rebates or frames. One original door
survives with its frame, showing that the carpentry was of simple type, unlike
the masonry. The transverse ceiling beams in each room are also treated
plainly, without ornamentation.
The original building was clearly designed with only a two-room plan, as the
north wall has a plinth across its outer face, which must therefore have been
built as an external wall. Soon after completion, however, there must have
been a need for more space, and the north block was added, with fine stone
doorways connecting it to the main block at ground and first floor levels. The
ground floor room presumably provided additional service or storage space,
the two-room plan lacking the normal provision of buttery or pantry for a good
quality house of this period. The first floor room would have provided an
additional bedchamber, or may have been used for storage. This original
north block must have been largely lost by c.1900, if not long before. The
north block was rebuilt in the later 20th century. Around the 19th century, a
lean-to addition was made to the south part of the west elevation, linked to the
main house by converting a window into a doorway. This was demolished
and the window restored in the later 20th century.
It seems that a number of alterations were made after the main original
construction of 1643: the addition of the north block and the front porch; the
insertion of the arcading and stone door surrounds to the lobby; and the
insertion of the stone door surround beside the hall fireplace. All of these
alterations must have been carried out by Humphrey Frisbey, as they are in
the same extravagant style as the original, and the porch bears his Masons’
Company arms. Humphrey was dead by 1648, so these alterations were all
made very shortly after the original building was completed. Documents of
1648 quoted by Colvin state that the ‘new erected’ house ‘att the towne’s end
by the quarries’ was sold by Humphrey’s widow Elizabeth and his son
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Humphrey for £100 to William Jones of Gretton. The Frisbey family’s
occupation of Humphrey’s extraordinary creation was, sadly, very short-lived.

Nick Hill
Rose Cottage, Bringhurst
1st March 2009
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APPENDIX
BUILDING DETAILS
OS ref: SP925893
Orientation is taken as the main front facing E.
External features
Front E wall of good ashlar with moulded plinth. Symmetrical 2-room
arrangement with central porch/door, windows to either side, central stack.
Moulded cornice at the walltop (hidden now by gutter), which runs up and
around the 1st floor windows. Ground floor has 4-light mullions with king
mullion. Transomed, with squared lights above and below – rather shortlooking. Cavetto cornice/hood with turned down stop ends. Similar shortproportioned 3-light mullions to 1st floor, ovolo, wall cornice acts as hood. The
S 1st floor window has a moulded projecting member just below the cill – as
also to N gable, but elsewhere this moulding is used only as a cornice, not a
cill. These two windows now have a very truncated appearance with sloping
roofs over, but would certainly have been gabled dormers originally, of the
normal local type. The front elevation would have been even more impressive
with these dormers, no doubt decorated with finials etc.
Porch is added, as it cuts cornice/hood to main front doorway. Plinth to walls,
set slightly lower than main wall. Porch has steeply pitched 4-centred arch
doorway, but with later keystone inserted to centre (mis-described by some
previously as an ogee arch). Channelled frame surrounds this, sitting on
impost blocks. The impost line runs on outside and also inside as a shelf, with
recessed walls. In the gable is Masons’ Company coat of arms, Over the
porch is a very unusual ogee-shaped window with central mullion, chamfered,
projects from main wall-face with a cavetto mould, set in a shallow square
framed recess
The central stack of 4 flues. Cavetto string set low to E and W. Plinth has 2
sets of mouldings and chamfer. 4 shafts, joined at the head by small round
arches, set on impost block, which runs right around the stack as a string
course. To E and S faces the arch block has: H 1643 F with sunk spandrels
over the arch and patterning to the 4 corners. Above this a 2 step and torus
architrave then a cyma etc moulded lower cornice and ovolo etc moulded top
cornice.
S gable of good ashlar with moulded plinth. All symmetrically arranged.
Ground floor has 4-light mullion with transom, short square lights, cyma-type
cornice over, scrolls to either side with blank shields. 1st floor has 3-light
mullion/transom with projecting moulded member below cill. Datestone over
with H 1643 F and Masons’ Company arms – 3 emblems and
chevron/dividers. Scrolls and blank shields to the sides. String course runs
across, stepping up over window and up again over datestone. 2nd floor
window of 3 lights, stepped, central light taller, stepped cavetto hood over.
Above this a sundial stone, damaged, remains of gnomon, small moulding
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over. Gable parapet, finial to apex with square base with lozenge to sides,
ball to top, kneelers with base for missing finials, ogee shaped corbels with
strapwork-type patterning. Gable parapet has large upstand above
Collyweston roof at ridge, but not much at eaves – no room for thatch here
(nor at lower string mould to stack). HF mason’s mark to ashlar block on L
side.
Rear W wall of ashlar with plinth and top cornice. Big dormer, off-centre, to
light the stairs. Ground floor has mullion/transom window to R with cavetto
cornice; converted to a door at some time, but restored as window in C20.
Rear doorway with 4-centred moulded arch, high stops, moulded cornice
over. Small stairs window, same moulded type cornice over. 2 light
mullion/transom to L, cavetto cornice over. 1st floor windows to sides
arranged symmetrically over ground floor, 2-light mullions. Line of probable
blocked putlog holes at half-height of 1st floor windows. Eaves cornice at top
of wall steps up and runs across the big dormer. 4-light mullion/transom
window to dormer with cavetto cornice, running back as eaves cornice to
cheeks. Gable parapet, diamond window set in squared frame, square apex
finial (ball missing? – but seems to have no lozenge to the base, so perhaps
less fancy), scrolled kneelers, with finial bases. Cheeks have small arched
windows.
N gable of good ashlar where visible, with plinth. ‘Extension’ attached here.
Gable parapet with square finial base, lozenges to sides, top ball finial.
Kneeler to front has base for finial and decorative carving, but kneeler to rear
is plain, without carving. Single light window high in apex, cavetto cornice.
Below this a modern inserted window to 2nd floor, of timber. The plinth runs
across the N gable, indicating this was built as an external wall. No roof line
from former ‘extension’ here, nor any scars of abutting walls, so the original
extension was probably on the same line (though walls would have been
thicker).
Extension to N of one and a half storeys, with ground falling sharply away to N
and so a lower ground floor/basement, with garage. The lower part, up to
plinth level of main house, is of older build, with well squared, coursed stone
(not ashlar), good quoins. This may be the original extension walling, though
with some re-working. Above this is a slight step in the wall, and later
masonry, though of similar type. A photo in the Colvin article of 1961 shows
only a single storey structure here, with the 1st floor doorway opening visible
externally Gable parapet with kneelers of same ogee-shaped plain soffit type
as the main house NW corner. These kneelers may be re-set from the
original extension. Front door and all window openings of C20, with plain
square stone lintels.
Windows
Leaded lights, iron casements – all C20.
Roof
Collyweston, as originally.
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Internal features
Ground floor
Front door inside porch has 4-centred moulded surround with cavetto cornice,
cut off by added porch; the drop-ends remain, outside the porch. Shallow
moulding also to inside face.
Lobby has display of double niches to facing wall. Round headed arches with
panelled front to voussoirs, with shallow jewels; also pyramid jewel boss to
soffit. Moulded impost blocks, all ashlar facing. Above arches is carved stone:
IR 1636 TE with lozenges to top corners, central round arch with sunk
spandrels. Of a slightly different stone and jointing not properly aligned to the
ashlar wall, so clearly inserted later. It is almost certainly a piece which
formed the top arch joining two chimney shafts, and is very similar in style to
the 1643 datestone on the external chimneystack to Haunt Hill.
The E wall of the lobby has ashlar and a very shallow horizontal moulding,
also ogee pendant/corbels in the top two corners – this probably supports the
wall above, as the lobby front wall is of reduced thickness (see plan). This
recessing, seen elsewhere, is a sophisticated design feature, carefully
planned to create extra space where needed.
The N room was the hall, with larger fireplace. Very fine fireplace with wide 4centred arch, moulded jambs, cyma cornice, fluted frieze, upper cornice with
ogee modillions which breaks forward on brackets to either side. Inside the
fireplace: chamfered round arch to R side, another half-arch to back R, this
with a recess below (shown as bake oven in the wall thickness on the Colvin
plan). Another round arch to L side, with seat, rear slightly recessed. To L at
low level is a carefully shaped hole which goes through into the lobby – for air
supply to fire?
To L side of fireplace, a moulded doorway surround – highly unusual feature.
The head, corbelled out, cuts off the end of the fireplace cornice. Two panels
to top ‘hood’ above. The moulded jamb returns down front E wall, with a
central narrow groove. No door rebate or hinge points – it seems there was
no door, unless a lightly fixed timber frame. The S room has the same door
surround, also cutting the fireplace cornice. Here there are several timber
plug fixings to the narrow soffit of the surround, which must be for a timber
door frame – though unclear how this fitted to the jambs. These door
surrounds fit awkwardly to the fireplaces and also run across the shallow
horizontal moulding to the E wall, so are clearly a slightly later addition,
together with the double arch feature (whose stone joints in to the doorway
corbel heads).
To R side of fireplace is another inserted feature – a 4-centred doorway
opening to the understairs cupboard area. Quite steeply pointed head with
cyma surround and inner ovolo mould, but jamb mouldings missing/damaged.
No normal cornice to this doorway, but a high-set large cyma profile to
support the underside of the stone stairs. As well as cutting the break-forward
100

of the cornice, this doorway also cuts the rear door. Stone walls and a recess
to rear wall inside.
Rear W wall has rear doorway with inside face of pointed arch, old pintle
hinges still in situ. N wall has good moulded doorway to centre, with 4-centred
moulded arch and jambs, plain stops, sunk spandrels, corona/cyma cornice.
Rear N side of this doorway has big plain flat rebate – door opened into the N
extension room, pintle hinges remain. This N room all modern inside, but NB
the wall has a chamfered plinth all across it, showing this was built as an
external wall, and the doorways and extension were added slightly later.
E wall has the 4-light mullion, the central king mullion extended in to the inner
wall face, with flat, panelled sides. Central transverse beam, chamfered, plain
stops.
S room has the rather smaller fireplace, so was the parlour. Another very fine
fireplace with the same design as the hall, 4-centred, moulded, fluted frieze,
cornice with break-forward to either side. Cornice to L has the proper return
stop end – the only surviving one. Inside the fireplace, a half-round arch
unchamfered to R, with recess to rear wall, also some arching to L, but mostly
blocked by ?later splay reveal. A very rare fitting on the back wall of the
fireplace is a projecting stone bracket with a socket to the underside to take
the upright iron pivot of a chimney crane; the lower bracket is missing or
concealed. E wall has 4-light mullion with panelled king mullion, recess to R.
S gable has 4-light mullion, king mullion not panelled here; 2 recesses. W wall
has restored 2-light mullion, which was made into a doorway to outshut here.
Transverse beam as to hall.
Stairs
Stone stairs – unusual. Lined over with timber now. Small jamb recess to R
with old door catch – a door position, though must have had timber frame to L.
Ashlar walls to stair, with recessed lower L section, corbels above – neat
design. HF mark (set upside down) to ashlar on R side. Stairs wiggle a bit
between the walls to give best tread width. Overhead is the underside of the
stair flight up to 2nd floor – big rounded treads, very sharp finish still.
First floor
N room now subdivided by corridor, also modern bathroom. Big moulded
cornice over top of stairs. Small rebate recess to fireplace corner – for door
frame. Fine fireplace with moulded 4-centred arch, cornice with break-forward
to each side on moulded corbels, fluted frieze, corona/cyma upper cornice.
Lower cornice runs right on around NE corner and onto E face of stack, as a
string course. N wall has fine doorway, moulded 4-centred arch with sunk
spandrels, cyma cornice over (no corona as to ground floor). Rear face of
door has big flat rebate and square jambs, good quoins. Transverse beam,
plain stops.
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S room: passage past stack has step up and down to give headroom, all
ashlar walls, central window with arch top and odd central mullion, plain oak
lintel. Another fine fireplace, all as to N room. ‘H’ mark rather worn, probably
with the ‘F’ part missing to R side of fireplace. Doorway opening into this
room has rebate cut later into cornice to corner for door frame fitting – was
there an earlier doorframe? Nice Forest pattern hob grate of late C18 type.
Transverse beam, plain stops. Stairs has old (probably original) door and
frame: 3-board door of irregular and tapering boards, 4 ledges, nailed pintle
hinges, wooden latch (modern), small square oak frame fixed to stone jambs
with nails or timber dogs. Solid stone stairs, ashlar walls.
Second floor and roof structure
Stairs has stone niche with 4-centred moulded doorway-type opening to E
side – just a fancy recess, not a fireplace; flat top. HF mark on doorway arch.
Big 4-light dormer lights the stairs top; central king mullion boxed in. Dormer
has little side lights to cheeks with arched tops, and return of wallplate to N is
set on moulded corbel. In top gable is a diamond window. All cheeks and
gable ashlar faced.
N room has a truss with arched collar, tenoned; apex visible to roof void,
bridle joint, one peg, no ridge. Squared oak rafters. Tenoned purlins, pegged
to principals. More modern arched collars nailed on. Passage past stack has
the step down and up again to give headroom, ashlar stack wall, ogee
shaping to top of rounded corners. S room has similar central truss, 2 pegs
visible to arched collar. S window has flat blanked stone ashlar to outer upper
lights.
Site
Located outside the main village adjoining the old quarry. Parallel to but set
back from the road, with ground sloping down steeply to N. OS map of 1904
shows the building with a lean-to outshut to SW. This had a lower-pitched
pantiled roof – probably a C19 extension. It was still there when the listing
description was done, but demolished in the later C20. A well to the rear NW,
also shown on old OS map. Various walls and steps to NW, modern but with
some older material. Pile of old stone to rear garden with various moulded
stone pieces etc.
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